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Category: 1876 Centennial Exposition (1 to 12)
This World's Fair commemorating the 100th Anniversary of the birth of the United States was held in Philadelphia Pennsylvania.

Picture

Description

Minimum
Bid

Lot # 1 - "Centennial Portfolio: A Souvenir of the International Exhibition at Philadelphia" by
Thompson Westcott. Publisher is Thomas Hunter. Hardcover book, 108 pages of "Lithographic
views of fifty of its principal buildings" Condition: Good Spine is extremely loose with the binding
exposed and the small tears in the top and bottom edges of the front and back covers. Some wear and
darkening of the covers. Pages are in very good condition with light wear and yellowing.
Estimate: $ 35 - $ 45

$ 15

Lot # 2 - Small soft cover booklet "Centennial Exhibition" with six black and white engravings of
Exposition buildings, attached in a fold-out strip; cover is a light blue with a dark blue and gold
decorative border" Size: 3 1/4" x 4 3/4" Condition: Fine - minor wear.
Estimate: $ 12 - $ 18

$6

Lot # 3 - Centennial Stevensgraph ribbon with portrait of George Washington in center, eagle and
flag above, shield at bottom; "In commemoration of the centennial of American independence" and
in small writing above Washington: "These united colonies are and of right ought to be free and
independent states"; Size: 11" x 2" Condition: Very Good - some staining in spots.
Estimate: $ 75 - $ 100

$ 35

Lot # 4 - Centennial Stevensgraph ribbon with portrait of George Washington in center; "The First in
Peace, The First in War, The First in the Hearts of His Countrymen" below is Horticultural Hall at
bottom; "Philadelphia 1876" flags and shield. Size: 9.5" x 2" Condition: Fine - some staining in
spots.
Estimate: $ 75 - $ 100

$ 35

Lot # 5 - Stevensgraph ribbon in red, blue, yellow and black with portrait of George Washington
(outlined in blue). In small writing above Washington: "These united colonies are and of right ought
to be free and independent states", below are the 13 original State names, "1776" "1876", "E Pluribus
Unum" in a ribbon and a shield. Size: 6.5" x 2" Condition: Extremely Fine with a hole at the top and
a small rust spot where a thumb tack had been.
Estimate: $ 75 - $ 100

$ 35

Lot # 6 - Centennial Stevensgraph ribbon with "Memorial Hall, International Exhibition 1876"; black
on white background; square; fringe on top and bottom Size: 5.5" x 3.5" Condition: Good - adhesive
residue in top left corner.
Estimate: $ 35 - $ 45

$ 17

Lot # 7 - Stevensgraph ribbon in red, blue, yellow, green and black with portrait of George
Washington (outlined in green). Top has "Centennial 1776-1876 Philadelphia U.S.A.". Center are 2
American Flags and "George Washington", "The First in Peace, The First in War, The First in the
Hearts of His Countrymen". Bottom is an eagle and shield. Size: 7" x 1.5" Condition: Fine - some
light staining.
Estimate: $ 75 - $ 100

$ 35

Lot # 8 - Glass bottle with embossed picture of "Memorial Hall 1876" in an oval area on the front.
The back of the bottle has the same decorations, with no picture in the oval. Size: 6 1/8" tall, 2 3/4"
wide by 7/8" thick. Condition: Fine with a small 3/4" wide chip along the front bottom of the bottle
that can't be seen when the bottle is standing.
Estimate: $ 100 - $ 150

$ 50

Lot # 9 - Single admission "Package Ticket" to admit one person to the "United States International
Exhibition" held in "Philadelphia" from "May 10th" to "Nov. 10th". Ticket number "47642" stamped
in red in the lower left corner. Signed at the bottom by David G. Yates, "Gen'l. Manager, Dept. of
Admissions". Condition: Extremely Fine, with slight soiling on the back.
Estimate: $ 20 - $ 30

$8

Lot # 10 - Map card, printed in black. This is a map of the fair grounds on one side with a legend and
the city of Philadelphia on the other side. It is printed on a stiff card. In small print on the side is
"Entered, according to Act of Congress” Condition: Extremely Fine.
Estimate: $ 20 - $ 30

$ 10

Lot # 11 - Trade card for "J. Russell & Co.", "Greenriver Works, MS." Pictures 5 buildings from the
fair with the names printed underneath. An Eagle is perched on a shield with "International
Exhibition 1876" printed on it. On the back is information about the company written in French,
Spanish and German. Condition: Fine with areas of brown staining on the back.
Estimate: $ 10 - $ 20

$4

Lot # 12 - Brass colored metal match tin with portrait of George Washington in the center and
printed above "The Centennial Match 1776-1876" and beneath "Hill & Cooke New York." Hinged
lid opens like a book and the matches would contained within. Strike plate on the reverse side. Size:
1 3/4" by 1 1/4" by 7/16" thick. Condition: Poor, lithography is missing and hard to see image.
Estimate: $ 10 - $ 14

$2

Category: 1889 Paris Exposition Universelle (13 to 13)
Picture

Description

Minimum
Bid

Lot # 13 - Brass Watch FOB. Obverse: Semi nude lady blowing a horn and "Republique Francaise".
At bottom in a plaque are the words "N. J. Schloss & Co.". Reverse: "Exposition Universal" around
edge. In center "1889" above Eiffel Tower and Woman placing a wreath on a man's head. Size: 1
3/16" wide by 1 3/8" high. Condition: Fine with light staining and one rim dent.
Estimate: $ 30 - $ 50

$ 15

Category: 1893 World's Columbian Exposition (14 to 124)
Celebrating the 400th Anniversary of the Discovery of America. Held in Chicago, Illinois
For Medal references: HK refers to Hibler & Kappen McGlothlin refers to Chris McGlothlin's "World's Fair Spoons" Book

Picture

Description

Minimum
Bid

Lot # 14 - Chocolate Bronze Official Award Medal (Prize Medal) in original presentation box, Eglit
#E90. Obverse: Standing Columbus with arms outstretched. Obverse designed by Augustus St.
Gaudens. Reverse: Pictures Globe between seated angels is above central rectangular tablet, "World's
Columbian Exposition In Commemoration of the 400th Anniversary of the landing of Columbus".
Below that was awarded "to Vermont Farm Machine Co." At bottom pictures the caravel. Reverse
designed by C. E. Barber. You will not find another one of these issued to this winner. These medals
were an official government issue. Size: 3 inches in diameter by 1/4 inch thick.. Aluminum, velvet
lined box is 3 3/4 inched wide by 3 3/4 inches tall by 1/2 inch thick. Condition: Near Mint, except
has a couple of rim nicks. Case is a little dented and latch does not close.
Estimate: $ 300 - $ 400

$ 150

Lot # 15 - Aluminum Medal Eglit #79. Obverse: Large bust of "Grover Cleveland". Reverse:
Columbus landing scene in center. Around rim "Columbus Discovering America 1492". Size: 1
7/16" diameter. Condition: Extremely Fine.
Estimate: $ 45 - $ 75

$ 20

Lot # 16 - Bronze Medal, Eglit E55, with bust of "Christopher Columbus", "Born 1456 Died 1506"
written around rim. Reverse: pictures two female figures in center scene with buildings in
background. "Souvenir World's Columbian Exposition 1892-1893" around rim. Size: 2 inch
diameter. Condition: Extremely Fine, with slight corrosion on reserve near edge and in field
Estimate: $ 60 - $ 80

$ 30

Lot # 17 - Rare Canadian Rolled Cent, Eglit #375. "Columbian 1893 Exposition". Very clear image
of coins obverse on the reverse of the rolled coin. Size: 1 3/16" by 1" wide. Condition: Excellent,
with age toning.
Estimate: $ 75 - $ 100

$ 35

Lot # 18 - Aluminum medal, Eglit 219. Obverse: pictures "Michigan Building" around rim at top
"World's Columbian Exposition". Reverse: around rim "Michigan World's Fair Board". In center:
"I.M. Weston pres. E.H. Beldon Vice Pres." And more. Size: 1 1/2" diameter. Condition: Excellent.
Estimate: $ 35 - $ 45

$ 20

Lot # 19 - Aluminum medal, Eglit # 20. One side has bust of "Columbus" and "C.W.G. Ferris",
"Souvenir Medal World's Columbian Exposition Chicago", "The Ferris Wheel Dimensions....". On
Reverse: pictures Ferris Wheel in the center and around the edge "Ferris Wheel" :Greatest
Mechanical Achievement of the Age". Size: 1 1/2 inches diameter by 3/32 inches thick. Condition:
Fine with a rim nick and some slight corrosion at 3 o'clock.
Estimate: $ 35 - $ 45

$ 20

Lot # 20 - Brass plated medal, variety of Eglit #119. Obverse: bust of Columbus in center with
around the rim "The World's Columbian Exposition", "Chicago 1893". Reverse: Pictures "Casino
and Music Hall", "Imitation Battleship" and "Manufacturers and Liberal Arts". At bottom "737/1687
feet 31 acres" and "Cost $ 1,500,000" Size: 1 5/16" diameter. Condition: Fine with tempest.
Estimate: $ 25 - $ 35

$ 14

Lot # 21 - Bronze Medal with attached loop for hanging at top (as made) of Columbus Landing
Scene on obverse "1492" underneath and stars all around outside boarder. Reverse pictures spread
winged Eagle with a ribbon above "E Pluribus Unum", and "World's Columbian Exposition" and
"Chicago 1893" below. Eglit # 242. Size: 1 1/16" diameter. Condition: Extremely Fine with light
tinpest.
Estimate: $ 25 - $ 35

$ 12

Lot # 22 - Tin Medal, Eglit #11. Obverse: Bust of "Christopher Columbus" above bust. Around
outside, "Worlds Columbian Exposition". Below bust "1492". Reverse: Large Building above
building "1816", below building "1893". Around building "Souvenir of the Indiana Building
Chicago". Size: 1 7/16" diameter. Condition: Fine with a couple of rim dings.
Estimate: $ 25 - $ 35

$ 14

Lot # 23 - "U.S. Mint" "Phila. 1832" pictures Mint Building on obverse and has the Lord's Prayer on
the reverse. These medals were struck at the Mint exhibit at the 1893 fair and were souvenirs of that
exhibit. Eglit # 253. 1832 was the year the Philadelphia mint opened. Has a hole at ... Condition:
Extra Fine.
Estimate: $ 15 - $ 20

$6

Lot # 24 - Aluminum Medal, Eglit #21. Obverse: Landing Scene of Columbus. Around the scene
"Souvenir of the Opening of the World's Fair Chicago 1893". Reverse: Pictures Administration
Building in center and around the rim "Souvenir Birds Eye View of the World's Fair 1893". Some
joke, it only picture the admin building ... Condition: Poor, badly worn.
Estimate: $ 8 - $ 12

$2

Lot # 25 - Brass medal Eglit # 542. "Obverse: pictures "Machinery Hall", Reverse: "1492 World's
Columbian Exposition Chicago. 1893" with wreath around edge. Holed at top as made. Size: 15/16
inch diameter. Condition: Fine with some slight tin pest.
Estimate: $ 5 - $ 10

$2

Lot # 26 - Brass Medal. Obverse: Bust of "Christopher Columbus" in center. Reverse: View of
Casino Pier and Manufactures and Liberal Arts building. Around and above the building "World's
Exposition" and across bottom "Chicago 1893". Looped at top as made. Size: 1 1/16" Condition:
Fine with some tempest.
Estimate: $ 15 - $ 25

$7

Lot # 27 - Elongated 1892 Indian Penny. "Columbian 1893 Exposition" with 2 stars, one at each end.
Reverse is clear image of the Indian side of the penny. Size: 1 1/16" by 3/4" Condition: Extremely
Fine.
Estimate: $ 15 - $ 25

$7

Lot # 28 - Aluminum Advertising Medal, Eglit #38. Obverse: Bearded bust of Columbus. Around
bust is reeded boarder and "World's Fair Souvenir". At bottom "1492-1892". Reverse: In center
"Pure Aluminum cooking utensils, medals, sheets and manufactured aluminum". Around rim
"Illinois Pure Aluminum Company". At bottom: "LEMONT, ILL.". Size: 1 3/8" diameter. Condition:
Extremely Fine with light age toning.
Estimate: $ 35 - $ 45

$ 20

Lot # 29 - Aluminum Medal H&K #215. Obverse: In center is log cabin, above is "World's Fair".
Below cabin "1893". Around outer rim: "Michigan Forestry Exhibit Logging Camp". Reverse: 2
horses drawing a stack of logs with driver near the top. Around the top "Champion Load of Logs".
Below logs: "Feet weight 144 Tons", "Drawn by est. of Thomas Ester". Holed on left side not
original. Size: 1 1/2" diameter. Condition: Extremely Fine condition if you ignore the hole.
Estimate: $ 25 - $ 35

$ 12

Lot # 30 - Aluminum medal, Eglit #E44. Obverse: Bust of McCormick in center with inscription
above: "The Sun Never Sets on the McCormick'. In outer band: "Cyrus Hall McCormick the Inventor
of the Read 1831. Reverse: the reaper in center and inscription "This medal combines extreme
lightness with extreme strength like McCormick machines." In outer band "Souvenir of the World's
Columbian Exposition Chicago 1893." Made by Childs, Chicago. Size: 1 1/2" diameter. Condition:
Fine with some slight tin pest.
Estimate: $ 25 - $ 35

$ 14

Lot # 31 - Original photograph of Horticultural Hall mounted on a cardboard card. Size: Photo: 4
1/2" wide by 3 1/2" high. Card: 6 1/2" wide by 4 1/4" high. Condition: Excellent, photo is clear a
crisp, card has light spotting.
Estimate: $ 15 - $ 25

$8

Lot # 32 - White Metal Medal, Eglit #55. Obverse: Bust of Columbus unfurling a map. Around top
"Christopher Columbus". Around bottom "Born 1456 Died 1506". Reverse: Two female figures in
center scene. One is seated holding Shield of US. The other standing is pointing to scene of
exposition in background. Spread Eagle with riband in beak "E Pluribus Unum." Around rim
"Souvenir World's Columbian Exposition, Chicago, U.S.A. 1892 1893". At bottom under scene
"1492-1893 IV. Centennial" Size: 2" diameter. Condition: Fine with some silver toning missing.
Estimate: $ 35 - $ 45

$ 18

Lot # 33 - Steel watch case opener. Obverse: "Compliments of Keystone Watch Company" around
edge. In center picture of globe. Reverse: inside keystone "Souvenir World's Columbian Exposition
1893" Uncommon variety with small "Phila." on map. Size: 1" wide by 1 1/2" high. Condition:
Extremely Fine.
Estimate: $ 15 - $ 25

$7

Lot # 34 - Aluminum Medal, H&K #181 & H&K 187. Mule of the 2 listed H&K numbers. Obverse:
Full view of "Horticultural Building" "250 by 100 feet cost $ 300,000". Reverse: pictures 2
buildings: "The Forestry Building", "208 by 525 feet cost $ 100,000" and in lower half "The
Transportation Building", "250 by 360 feet cost $ 370,000". Size: 1 3/8" diameter. Condition:
Almost Uncirculated with beautiful shine.
Estimate: $ 45 - $ 75

$ 25

Lot # 35 - Aluminum Medal, unlisted in Eglit. Obverse: Bust of unknown person inside harp
surrounded by 2 flag (American & Swedish). Around rim "The American Union of Swedish
Singers". At bottom "First Festival" Reverse: Swedish building pictured in middle, around building
"Swedish Days at the World's Fair". At bottom "Chicago July 20th, 21st, 22nd, 1893". Original hole
at top has red, white and blue ribbon in it. Size: 1 9/16" diameter. Condition: Extremely Fine.
Estimate: $ 50 - $ 75

$ 25

Lot # 36 - Pin Back charm with color litho under glass of "Mining Building". Size: 3/4" wide by
1/2". Condition: Overall Fine, the image is a little damaged.
Estimate: $ 20 - $ 30

$ 10

Lot # 37 - Aluminum medal with Miss Chicago on Obverse (the I will lady) and flags of nations.
Reverse pictures 5 building "Administration building" in center, "Electrical Building" at top,
"Mining Building" at right, "Machinery" left side, and one at bottom. Size: 1 1/2 inch diameter.
Condition: Excellent (with minor rim nick) and beautiful.
Estimate: $ 50 - $ 75

$ 25

Lot # 38 - Aluminum Medal Eglit # 145. Obverse: View of fair on a globe encircled by "1492
World's Fair. 1892 Souvenir". Reverse: "World's Columbian Exposition", "Aluminum extracted by
electricity from common clay", "Chicago U.S.A. 1893". Size: 1 3/16 inch diameter.
Condition: Excellent.
Estimate: $ 35 - $ 45

$ 20

Lot # 39 - Gilded Brass medal, Eglit #143, pictures "Liberty Bell" with "1776" underneath on
obverse. Reverse: has the full lords prayer. This was issued by Geo. B. Soley, struck in Machinery
Hall by the first steam coin press used by the United States Government. Holed at top as made.
Size: 1/2" diameter. Condition: Extremely Fine, with some age toning.
Estimate: $ 25 - $ 35

$ 12

Lot # 40 - Aluminum medal, Eglit #E501, obverse pictures "The Manufactures and Liberal Arts
Building" " 1687 Feet long, World's Fair Souvenir, 787 feet wide" written around the edge. Reverse
has writing "Established 1858 Berry Brothers Ltd. Manufacturers of Varnishes..." There are
American city names around the edge. Size: 1 13/16" diameter.
Condition: Near Mint, nice and shiny.
Estimate: $ 45 - $ 65

$ 25

Lot # 41 - Pin back bar with "Chicago Day" written on it. Suspended from it is a red ribbon with a
1892 Columbian Half Dollar (in extra Fine Condition) at bottom.
Size: 2 7/8" height, bar is 1 3/8" wide.
Condition: Very fine, some tin pest in the half dollar holder.
Estimate: $ 45 - $ 75

$ 22

Lot # 42 - Large White Metal, Eglit #54. This medal has high relief and a lot of detail. Obverse:
Pictures the "Landing of Columbus 1492". Reverse: Pictures the "Administration Building" (at
bottom). Around the outside "Worlds Columbian Exposition Chicago 1893". Size: 1 15/16"
diameter, 1/8" thick. Condition: Very Fine with minor rim dings. An important addition to any
Columbian collection.
Estimate: $ 75 - $ 100

$ 35

Lot # 43 - Shield shaped badge, Eglit #154. In center at top, a bearded bust of Columbus. Inscription
on a scroll; "World's Columbian Exposition Chicago, Ill. 1893". On left side is pictured 3 exposition
buildings. On right side is 3 more exposition buildings. At very bottom between "1893" is another
building. Reverse is blank. Shield is hanging from a bar which is missing its center. Size: 2 1/4" high
(to top of bar) and 1 3/8" at widest point. Condition: Shield is Extremely Fine, but the bar at top is
missing its center (might have had a ribbon at one time).
Estimate: $ 35 - $ 45

$ 18

Lot # 44 - Elongated 1890 Indian penny. This elongate has been silver plated after is was rolled.
"Columbian 1893 Exposition", no stars. On reverse you can clearly see the Indian head. It has a hole
in it, off center. Size: 1" by 3/4" Condition: Fine, but has a hole in it.
Estimate: $ 15 - $ 25

$7

Lot # 45 - Aluminum Medal, Eglit # 41 (H&K 243-A). Obverse: Portrait of Mrs. Potter Palmer
facing right with a shell background. Reverse: "President Board of Lady Managers". Around rim at
bottom "World's Columbian Exposition". A very rare medal. Size: 1 1/2" diameter. Condition:
Obverse Fine with big ding at top. Reverse: Good with scratched initials and ding in the center. (This
medal is never in great condition).
Estimate: $ 35 - $ 45

$ 20

Lot # 46 - Aluminum medal, Eglit #43. Obverse: Columbus standing with hand on globe and paper
in the other hand. Around edge is "World's Columbian Exposition", "Chicago 1892-3". Reverse:
Landing scene at top, Administration Building at bottom. Size: 1 1/2" diameter.
Condition: Very Fine.
Estimate: $ 35 - $ 45

$ 20

Lot # 47 - Bronze Medal Eglit # 23 (H&K # 154). Obverse: Pictures "U.S. Govt Building" around
rim at top. At bottom "length 421 F", "width 351 f.", "area 3.3 acres". Reverse: around edge
"Treasury Department", "United States Mint Exhibit" in center "World's Columbian Exposition
1893". This medal was minted in the Mint's exhibit at the WCE. Size: 1 1/2 inch diameter.
Condition: Excellent.
Estimate: $ 20 - $ 30

$8

Lot # 48 - Oval shaped reverse glass charm with loop as made. Charm pictures birds eye view of fair.
"Exposition", "1893" written at top. Reserve is a black stone. The holder is gold toned.
Size: 7/8" wide by 7/8" high including loop.
Condition: Fine with slight chips around the glass.
Estimate: $ 35 - $ 45

$ 18

Lot # 49 - Reverse Glass Charm in gold tone holder. Color image of "Administration Building",
"Chicago". Under the glass in each corner is a part of the holder covering the image. Reverse is blank
metal. Looped as made. Size: 3/4" wide by 1" overall height. Condition: Fine with surface scuffing
and light foxing on image.
Estimate: $ 15 - $ 25

$7

Lot # 50 - Aluminum Medal picturing "Columbus" bust "1492", "1892" and on the outer rim
"World's Columbian Exposition - Chicago". Obverse: has a space for a miniature copy of the
admission ticket or Columbian stamp. "Columbian" around top and "Souvenir" at bottom of outer
edge. "1893" above space for ticket. Eglit # 40c. Size: 2 inch diameter, 1/8 inch thick. Condition:
Extremely Fine with minor rim dings and no ticket.
Estimate: $ 25 - $ 35

$ 14

Lot # 51 - Elongated seated liberty dime with 1875 date. Top "Columbian", middle "1893", bottom
"Exposition", no stars. Reverse shows outline clearly. Size: 1 1/16" by 3/4" Condition: Extremely
Fine.
Estimate: $ 40 - $ 60

$ 20

Lot # 52 - Elongated 5 cent US coin. "Columbian Exposition 1893" with 4 stars. Reverse has a clear
image of 5 in center as well as the rest of the coin's reverse side. Size: 1 1/16" long by 9/16" wide.
Condition: Extremely Fine.
Estimate: $ 35 - $ 45

$ 18

Lot # 53 - Elongated 1887 seated Liberty Dime. "Columbian 1893 Exposition" with no stars.
Reverse is not very clear, but you can see the date with a loop. Size: 1" by 3/4"
Condition: Extremely Fine.
Estimate: $ 35 - $ 45

$ 16

Lot # 54 - Elongated 1891 Liberty head nickel. "Columbian 1893 Exposition" and no stars. Reverse
is a clear image of the obverse of the nickel. Size: 1 1/8" by 7/8". Condition: Extremely Fine.
Estimate: $ 35 - $ 45

$ 18

Lot # 55 - Aluminum Advertising Medal, Eglit #5. Obverse: "World's Columbian Exposition" above
a ball of twine that has written on it "twine from wood fiber patented". Under ball of twine "1893".
Reverse: Pictures a farmer driving a team of horses pulling a binder. At bottom: "Wm Deering &
Co", "Chicago" and (around ... Condition: Good, has wear.
Estimate: $ 10 - $ 20

$5

Lot # 56 - Rolled 1892 nickel. "Columbian 1893 Exposition" with 2 stars (1 on each end). Size: 1
1/4" by 7/8" Condition: Extremely Fine.
Estimate: $ 35 - $ 45

$ 18

Lot # 57 - Mechanical Aluminum Calendar Medal, Eglit #413. Obverse: Scene with 3 Exposition
Buildings. Reverse: A movable calendar is composed of 5 concentric circles with the date of the
month. In small letters in the outside circle is each day of the week. Turn the dial to see which date
falls on what day of the week. Size: 1 1/2" diameter. Condition Excellent with small rim ding.
Estimate: $ 150 - $ 200

$ 70

Lot # 58 - Pin back badge of coat of arms of Columbus, with griffins on each side. On reverse is
"Chicago 1893". Size: 1 1/4" by 1 1/4". Condition: Extremely fine but the pin is missing.
Estimate: $ 15 - $ 25

$8

Lot # 59 - Aluminum medal, Eglit # 157. Obverse: pictures "Administration Building" and has
"Worlds Columbian Exposition" around the rim. Reverse: pictures "Ferris Wheel" with "Great
Mechanical Achievement of the Age" around the rim and "Ferris Wheel" above the Wheel. "Height
264 feet weight 1300 tons", "Capacity 2160 persons engines 2000 horsepower". Size: 1 3/4 inch
diameter. Condition: Extremely Fine with slight scuffs around admin. building
Estimate: $ 30 - $ 40

$ 20

Lot # 60 - Sterling Silver Tea Spoon. The spoon has a gold washed bowl with the "Children's Home
Chicago 1893" pictured in it. A figural bust of Mrs. Potter Palmer is at the top of the spoon. Below
on handle is a spread wing eagle on a globe showing the Western Hemisphere. On the back, at top
pictures a little girl with an umbrella, above "going to the World's Fair". Below is American shield
and other half of the globe. Engraved "Ruth" on back of bowl. This is an official Spoon. Size: 5 1/2"
long by 1 1/4" at widest. Condition: Extremely Fine.
Estimate: $ 35 - $ 45

$ 20

Lot # 61 - Aluminum Medal, Eglit #440. Obverse: In center pictures "Ohio Building" (at bottom).
Around rim: "World's Columbian Exposition", at bottom: "Chicago, Ills. U.S.A. 1893". Reverse: Top
"1492", at bottom "1892". In center: Wm. Richie, Hamilton, Ohio, U.S. Commissioner". Size: 1 3/8"
Condition: Gem BU, a real beauty.
Estimate: $ 45 - $ 75

$ 25

Lot # 62 - Brass medal, Eglit #504. Obverse: Pictures bust of "Cleveland". Reverse: "1893 World's
Columbian Exposition patd atr., 93". Hole as made. Size: 7/16" diameter. Condition: Very Fine, with
some discoloration and corrosion.
Estimate: $ 15 - $ 25

$8

Lot # 63 - Brass Medal. Obverse: Bust of Columbus looking straight ahead with "World's Fair 1893"
around bust. Reverse is the loads prayer. Holed at top not original. Size: 1/2" diameter. Condition:
Extra Good with slight tin pest.
Estimate: $ 10 - $ 20

$5

Lot # 64 - Aluminum so called dollar HK # 168 & Eglit # 153. Obverse: City seal, below seal
microscopic "Childs" - all within circle outside on each side is a spray, above "Chicago Day" below
"Oct. 9 1893" is a beaded border. Reverse: Miss Chicago and 3 American Flags "World's Columbian
Exposition." Around top. Size: 1 1/2 inches diameter. Condition: Extremely Fine with slight
corrosion on the reverse.
Estimate: $ 35 - $ 45

$ 25

Lot # 65 - Medal, Eglit #9, Aluminum souvenir medal/token showing scene of Columbus landing
with soldiers and globe in background, with inscription below: "Landing of Columbus in America,
Oct. 12, 1492. Pat'd Dec. 1 1891." Reverse: Scene of bird's eye view of "World's Columbian
Exposition" (as proposed) and "Chicago 1892-3" in very small writing below; legend above "World's
Fair" and "Souvenir" below. Size: 44 mm. Condition: Excellent.
Estimate: $ 30 - $ 40

$ 18

Lot # 66 - Cork Screw with a sheath marked "Chicago 1893" on one side and "1492 Hail Columbia
1892" "Clough & Maconnell New York". Size: 2 3/4 inches long. Loop is 1-inch diameter.
Condition: Fine with gash through the word Clough.
Estimate: $ 5 - $ 10

$2

Lot # 67 - Glass Paperweight with color image of "The Electrical Building". Across the sky is
"Worlds Columbian Exposition 1893". Size: 4" wide by 2 1/2" deep by 3/4" thick. Condition:
Overall image of building is Fine but it has paint loss around edges and some of back is missing.
Estimate: $ 10 - $ 20

$5

Lot # 68 - Book, "World's Columbian Exposition Chicago 1893" by Rand, McNally and Company.
Also titled "Sketch Book" on the inside copyright page. Contains Black and White pictures including
a birds eye view of fair grounds with buildings numbered and identified (some of the features were
never built). Condition: Poor, the spine is broken and the covers are separate from the book.
Estimate: $ 10 - $ 15

$4

Lot # 69 - Salesman's Sample Book, "The World's Columbian Exposition and Guide to Chicago and
St. Louis Illustrated" with Columbus pictured on cover. Open the cover and it shows different types
of bindings you can order the book in. The book is a sample, so it does not contain all the pages.
Condition: Poor because the spine was taped with electrical tape and some bookworm holes in the
pages with a couple coming through the cover.
Estimate: $ 20 - $ 30

$ 10

Lot # 70 - Candle with "World's Fair Chicago 1893 Compliments of Francis Baumer.". There is a
logo of a bee inside the letter B above "Syracuse N.Y.". This a rare souvenir. Size: 5 1/8" tall by 3/4"
diameter. Condition: Unused and Very Fine with a little of the writting missing. Still this is a delicate
item and it is in very nice condition and would be a great addition to any collection.
Estimate: $ 50 - $ 75

$ 20

Lot # 71 - 5 Libby Glass Cups and Saucers in the Sunflower pattern. Each saucer is marked "World's
Columbian Exposition 1893" on the bottom. The bottoms of the cups are marked "World's Fair
1893". Size: Cup: 1 7/8" tall by 3 1/2" from edge of handle to opposite side. Saucer: 3 3/4" diameter.
Condition: All saucers excellent. 3 cups Excellent. 1 has a small chip on bottom. 1 has a small crack
at bottom rim. These 2 slight damages have no affect on the fabulous appearance of this rare set.
Estimate: $ 200 - $ 300

$ 50

Lot # 72 - Columbian Coin Glass Sugar Bowl with lid with 6 gilded medallions on the lid (plus one
gilded medallion on the finial) and 6 gilded medallions on the base. The medallions are of "1492
Cristopher Columbus 1892" and "Americus Vespucius" and the coat of arms of the United States and
Spain. Size: 7" high by 4" diameter. Condition: fine with a 5/16" chip on the finial (also wear to the
gilding) and 2 minor flakes on the inside edge of the lid. The base has 2 minor chips on the bottom.
Slight wear to gilding overall. Still a very impressive piece.
Estimate: $ 175 - $ 225

$ 75

Lot # 73 - Columbian Coin Glass Claret wine goblet with a flared top and 6 gilded medallions. The
medallions are of "1492 Cristopher Columbus 1892" and "Americus Vespucius" and the coat of arms
of the United States and Spain. Size: 4 3/4" high by 2 1/4" diameter. Condition: Excellent.
Estimate: $ 60 - $ 80

$ 25

Lot # 74 - Columbia Pattern flatware Turtle Shell Serving Spoon. On page 494 of "The Official
Directory of the World's Columbian Exposition." W. B. Conkey Company publishers to the World's
Columbian Exposition 1893 the following advertisement appears:
Rogers & Brothers of Waterbury, Conn & New York produced the "Columbia" pattern Made and
named in honor of the World's Columbian Exposition. "We invite especial (sic) attention to our
...Exhibit... Building for Manufacturers and Liberal Arts. Section N. Block 1, No. 12." Size: 8 3/4"
long by 2 1/2" wide. Condition: Excellent.
Estimate: $ 50 - $ 75

$ 25

Lot # 75 - Columbia Pattern flatware, Oyster Ladle. The "Columbia" pattern was made and named in
honor of the World's Columbian Exposition by Rogers & Brothers of Waterbury Conn & NY. Size: 9
1/2" long, the bowl opening is 3 1/4" wide by 2 7/8". Condition: Fine with tarnish on the handle and
tarnish and wear in the bowl. Written in the bowl (in faded magic marker ?) is "Oyster Ladle
Columbia".
Estimate: $ 45 - $ 55

Lot # 76 - Columbia Pattern flatware Turtle Shell Spoon made for the World's Columbian Exposition
by Rogers Bros. Size: 5 3/4" long by 1 3/8" wide. Condition: Very Fine, handle has a little wear.
Estimate: $ 25 - $ 35
Lot # 77 - Columbia Pattern flatware Large Spoon. Rogers & Brothers of Waterbury, Conn & New
York produced the "Columbia" pattern Made and named in honor of the World's Columbian
Exposition. "We invite especial (sic) attention to our ...Exhibit... Building for Manufacturers and
Liberal Arts. Section N. Block 1, No. 12." ... Condition: Fair, all the plating on the top is gone and
the bowl actually feels rough.
Estimate: $ 10 - $ 15

Lot # 78 - Columbia Pattern flatware Gravy Ladle made for the World's Columbian Exposition by
Rogers Bros. Size: 6 3/4" long, bowl opening is 1 13/16" wide by 1 5/8". Condition: Good, plating is
gone from bottom half of handle and bowl (which feel rough)
Estimate: $ 25 - $ 35

Lot # 79 - Columbia Pattern flatware Large Serving Spoon made for the World's Columbian
Exposition by Rogers Bros. Size: 10" long by 2 1/2" at the widest. Condition: Fair, most of the
plating is gone and bowl feels rough.
Estimate: $ 15 - $ 25
Lot # 80 - Columbia Pattern flatware Spoon. On page 494 of "The Official Directory of the World's
Columbian Exposition." W. B. Conkey Company publishers to the World's Columbian Exposition
1893 the following advertisement appears: Rogers & Brothers of Waterbury, Conn & New York
produced the "Columbia" pattern.
Condition: Poor, all the plating is gone and the bowl is rough to the touch.
Estimate: $ 8 - $ 12

$ 20

$ 10

$2

$8

$5

$2

Lot # 81 - "Wisconsin" gilt bronze hanging badge, same as (with a different state) Eglit # 256. Badge
with die-cut edge has a decorative scroll design. "Wisconsin" on the bar at top. On the badge
"Souvenir" at top, "World's Columbian Exposition" above a bust of Columbus looking right. "1893"
at bottom of ... Condition: Fine with light age toning and a scratch in head. The pin is missing.
Estimate: $ 20 - $ 30

$ 10

Lot # 82 - "Pennsylvania" gilt bronze hanging badge, same as (with a different state) Eglit # 256.
Badge with die-cut edge has a decorative scroll design. "Pennsylvania" on the bar at top. On the
badge "Souvenir" at top, "World's Columbian Exposition" above a bust of Columbus looking right.
"1893" at bottom of bust. The back is blank. Size: 1 5/8" at the widest, by 2 3/8 inch top to bottom.
Condition: Very Fine with very bright shine and several small surface scratches.
Estimate: $ 25 - $ 35

$ 12

Lot # 83 - "Texas" gilt bronze hanging badge, same as (with a different state) Eglit # 256. Badge
with die-cut edge has a decorative scroll design. "Texas" on the bar at top. On the badge "Souvenir"
at top, "World's Columbian Exposition" above a bust of Columbus looking right. "1893" at bottom of
bust. The back is blank. Size: 1 5/8" at the widest, by 2 3/8 inch top to bottom.
Condition: Fine with age toning overall and a few discolored spots. The pin is missing.
Estimate: $ 18 - $ 25

$9

Lot # 84 - "Nevada" gilt bronze hanging badge, same as (with a different state) Eglit # 256. Badge
with die-cut edge has a decorative scroll design. "Nevada" on the bar at top. On the badge "Souvenir"
at top, "World's Columbian Exposition" above a bust of Columbus looking right. "1893" at bottom of
bust. The back is blank. Size: 1 5/8" at the widest, by 2 3/8 inch top to bottom. Condition: Fine with
age toning overall.
Estimate: $ 25 - $ 35

$ 12

Lot # 85 - Clear glass bell with frosted swirl handle. Etched in white in the center of the bell is
"World's Fair 1893" surrounded by a decorative design. At the top of the bell on the inside is printed
"World's Columbian Exposition 1893" in raised letters. Note that the "N" in Columbian is
backwards. 1893 Chicago's Columbian Exposition Size: 4 1/2" tall by 2 7/8" diameter. Condition:
Very Fine the handle is dirty.
Estimate: $ 60 - $ 80

$ 30

Lot # 86 - Square plate with "Administration Building", "World's Fair". Border of plate is pinkish red
with gold on the rim. Back on plate is marked "Porcelain Opaque, Trade Mark, Bridgewood & Sons,
England". Size: 6 3/4" square.
Condition: Extremely Fine.
Estimate: $ 25 - $ 35

$ 12

Lot # 87 - Change purse with a metal top and a leather pouch. The top has an embossed picture of
"Machinery Hall", "Chicago World's Fair". The metal top is in a brass frame, when spanned open
there is a mirror on the other side. Size: Top is 2 3/4" by 1 7/8". the leather extends 1 3/4" down.
Condition: Overall Fine, the leather is worn but has no holes.
Estimate: $ 25 - $ 35

$ 12

Lot # 88 - Multicolor "Bryant & May's Celebrated Wax Vestas" tin with picture of "Machinery
Hall", "Chicago World's Fair 1893" on the lid. There is a striker on the bottom. Also Marked
"London" and "Made in England". Size: 2 1/4" wide by 1 1/2" by 1/2" deep. Condition: Very Fine
with a scratch on the side and some light flaking.
Estimate: $ 35 - $ 45

$ 18

Lot # 89 - "Maryland" Brass hanging badge, Eglit # 471. Badge with die-cut edge has a decorative
scroll design. "Maryland" on the bar at top. On the badge "Souvenir" at top, "World's" above the
globe, "Columbian" in ribbon in center of globe, "Exposition" at bottom of globe. On back it is
marked "MNFD by Schwaab S. & S. Co. Milwaukee. For Beck and Pager, 247 Dearborn St.
Chicago." Size: 1 5/8" at the widest, by 2 1/4 inch top to bottom. Condition: Excellent.
Estimate: $ 40 - $ 60

$ 20

Lot # 90 - "Souvenir" Brass hanging badge, Eglit # 471. Badge with die-cut edge has a decorative
scroll design. "Souvenir" on the bar at top. On the badge "Souvenir" at top, "World's" above the
globe, "Columbian" in ribbon in center of globe, "Exposition" at bottom of globe. On back it is
marked "MNFD by Schwaab S. & S. Co. Milwaukee. For Beck and Pager, 247 Dearborn St.
Chicago." Size: 1 5/8" at the widest, by 2 3/8 inch top to bottom. Condition: Fine with discoloration
to the bottom half. The pin is missing.
Estimate: $ 25 - $ 35

$ 12

Lot # 91 - "Iowa" Brass hanging badge, Eglit # 471. Badge with die-cut edge has a decorative scroll
design. "Iowa" on the bar at top. On the badge "Souvenir" at top, "World's" above the globe,
"Columbian" in ribbon in center of globe, "Exposition" at bottom of globe. On back it is marked
"MNFD by Schwaab S. & S. Co. Milwaukee. For Beck and Pager, 247 Dearborn St. Chicago." Size:
1 5/8" at the widest, by 2 1/4 inch top to bottom. Condition: Extremely Fine with a little
discoloration
Estimate: $ 35 - $ 50

$ 18

Lot # 92 - "Massachusetts" Brass hanging badge, Eglit # 471. Badge with die-cut edge has a
decorative scroll design. "Massachusetts" on the bar at top. On the badge "Souvenir" at top,
"World's" above the globe, "Columbian" in ribbon in center of globe, "Exposition" at bottom of
globe. On back it is marked "MNFD by Schwaab S. & S. Co. Milwaukee. For Beck and Pager, 247
Dearborn St. Chicago." Size: 1 5/8" at the widest, by 2 1/4 inch top to bottom. Condition: Fine with
corrosion on the left of the badge. Pin is missing
Estimate: $ 25 - $ 40

$ 12

Lot # 93 - "Virginia" Brass hanging badge, Eglit # 471. Badge with die-cut edge has a decorative
scroll design. "Virginia" on the bar at top. On the badge "Souvenir" at top, "World's" above the
globe, "Columbian" in ribbon in center of globe, "Exposition" at bottom of globe. On back it is
marked "MNFD by Schwaab S. & S. Co. Milwaukee. For Beck and Pager, 247 Dearborn St.
Chicago." Size: 1 5/8" at the widest, by 2 1/4 inch top to bottom. Condition: Very Fine with wear on
the raise scroll work and in the field on the bar. Pin is missing
Estimate: $ 25 - $ 40

$ 12

Lot # 94 - "Indiana" Brass hanging badge, Eglit # 471. Badge with die-cut edge has a decorative
scroll design. "Indiana" on the bar at top. On the badge "Souvenir" at top, "World's" above the globe,
"Columbian" in ribbon in center of globe, "Exposition" at bottom of globe. On back it is marked
"MNFD by Schwaab S. & S. Co. Milwaukee. For Beck and Pager, 247 Dearborn St. Chicago." Size:
1 5/8" at the widest, by 2 1/4 inch top to bottom. Condition: Extremely Fine with slight discoloration
on edges.
Estimate: $ 35 - $ 45

$ 18

Lot # 95 - "Wisconsin" Brass hanging badge, Eglit # 471. Badge with die-cut edge has a decorative
scroll design. "Wisconsin" on the bar at top. On the badge "Souvenir" at top, "World's" above the
globe, "Columbian" in ribbon in center of globe, "Exposition" at bottom of globe. On back it is
marked "MNFD by Schwaab S. & S. Co. Milwaukee. For Beck and Pager, 247 Dearborn St.
Chicago." Size: 1 5/8" at the widest, by 2 1/4 inch top to bottom. Condition: Extremely Fine with
slight discoloration.
Estimate: $ 35 - $ 45

$ 18

Lot # 96 - Glass Slide with Black and White image of "California Bld. North End, Stat. Man &
Horse.", "World's Fair. - Chicago, Ills. 1893." It an exhibit scene with a statue. Size: 4" wide by 3
1/4" high. Condition: Excellent.
Estimate: $ 15 - $ 20

$3

Lot # 97 - Pair of Wedgwood Plates. The Brown one pictures "Horticultural Building, World's
Columbian Exposition". The Black one pictures "Electrical Building World's Columbian
Exposition". The both have a decorative border. Size: 8 3/8" diameter. Condition: Both are Fair, the
black one has a large chip (1/2" wide) under the rim. The brown plate is badly crazed and foxed in
the crazing.
Estimate: $ 5 - $ 10

$1

Lot # 98 - Set of 5 "Porcelaine Opaque" Bone Dishes picturing the "Lagoon looking South World's
Fair", in brown. Made by "Bridgewood and Sons, England". Priced to sell. Size: Each is 6 1/2" at
the widest by 3 1/4" at the center by 3/4" deep. Condition: 3 are Very Fine and 1 has a bad chip and
one is broken and badly glued back together.
Estimate: $ 15 - $ 25

$1

Lot # 99 - Stereoview (photograph attached to the card) of the "8339. The Great Orange, California
State Exhibit, Columbian Exposition.". Marked on side "Copyright 1893, by B. W. Kilburn." Back is
marked "Photographed and Published by B. W. Kilburn - Littleton, N.H.". Size: 7" wide and 3 7/16"
high. Condition: Good, faded with spotting across the top of the image.
Estimate: $ 2 - $ 3
Lot # 100 - Stereoview (photograph attached to the card) of oranges in the shape of the Liberty Bell.
Written along the bottom "9008. Los Angeles County Exhibit, California, World's Columbian
Exposition.". Marked on side "Copyright 1893, by B. W. Kilburn." Back is marked "Photographed
and Published by B. W. Kilburn - Littleton, N.H.". ... Condition: Fine, but image is faded.
Estimate: $ 3 - $ 5
Lot # 101 - Stereoview (photograph attached to the card) of the "8027. California Lemon and Orange
Exhibit, Horticultural Hall, Columbian Exposition.". Marked on side "Copyright 1893, by B. W.
Kilburn." Back is marked "Photographed and Published by B. W. Kilburn - Littleton, N.H.". Size: 7"
wide and 3 7/16" high. Condition: Good, image is faded and some spotting.
Estimate: $ 2 - $ 3
Lot # 102 - Stereoview (photograph attached to the card) which has some coloring done of the
"8154. Royal Saxon Porcelain, German Department, Columbian Exposition.". Marked on side
"Copyright 1893, by B. W. Kilburn." Back is marked "Photographed and Published by B. W.
Kilburn - Littleton, N.H.". Size: 7" wide and 3 7/16" high. Condition: Good, image is faded and
darkened.
Estimate: $ 2 - $ 3
Lot # 103 - Trade card for "Ferris Wheel Park, 1288 N. Clark Street, New Lincoln Park. Take
'Limits' Car. Wheel runs everyday. It pictures the wheel in brown and has statistics printed in red on
the side. Reverse pictures in brown an aerial view the 1893 fair. "General View of the Columbian
Exposition and the 'Ferris Wheel". Hand written on top is "Sept. 23rd 1900". There are other handwritten comments on both sides. Size: 3 7/16" wide by 5 1/2" high.
Condition: Very Good, has several creases and hand writing on both sides.
Estimate: $ 20 - $ 30

$1

$1

$1

$1

$8

Lot # 104 - Cigar Box Sample label "Our '93 Fair" Pictures "Columbus" in circle with "1492" on left
and "1892" on the right. At the bottom is "From Schmidt & Co. 9-11 New Chambers St., New York.
You know its a sample label because at the bottom are the label prices "No.802 inside, $25 per 1000
(this one) and "No. 803 Outside, $10.00 per 1000".Condition: Good, nice bright colors, but has a
piece torn out of the right side and a 1/2" tear at the top.
Estimate: $ 20 - $ 30
Lot # 105 - Multicolor print of "Art Palace at." and marked "World's Columbian Exposition
Chicago". This is a "Chicago Tribune Art Supplement, August 6th 1893." Also marked "The Winters
Art Litho. Co. Chicago." Size: 10 9/16" wide by 7 5/8" high. Condition: Extremely Fine with light
age toning.
Estimate: $ 10 - $ 15

$ 10

$4

Lot # 106 - Multicolor print of "Upper Grand Basin." and marked "World's Columbian Exposition
Chicago". This is an "Art Supplement of The Chicago Times, Sunday July 16th 1893." printed on
glossy stock. Size: 10 7/8" wide by 7 7/8" high. Condition: Extremely fine with a couple of spots
Estimate: $ 10 - $ 15

$4

Lot # 107 - Trade Card for "Hub Gore Makers Elastic for Shoes". Pictures in multicolor "Uncle Sam,
the Wonderful Edison Talking Automaton at World's Fair, delivering 40,000 speeches during the
exhibition about highest Gold Medal, Hub Gore." while showing the shoe to a crowd. Product
information on the back of the card.
Condition: Very Good with creases at the corners, slight edge paper loss and some staining.
Estimate: $ 10 - $ 15

$2

Lot # 108 - Trade Card for "Buy Household Ranges!". Pictures in multicolor "Transportation
Building." Also marked at bottom "A.H. Keeler - Hyde Park, VT." Back of the card is blank. Size: 5
3/16" wide by 4 1/8" high. Condition: Fine with a crease near bottom right and one damaged corner.
Estimate: $ 5 - $ 8

$2

Lot # 109 - Trade Card for "Fernet Branca". Pictures in multicolor a woman leaning on the bottle
with 2 cherubs playing instruments in the sky and World's Fair building in the background. Product
information on the back of the card. Size: 3 9/16" wide by 5 7/16" high. Condition: Good with a few
edge tears and crease at top right corner. (colors are bright and it displays well
Estimate: $ 5 - $ 8

$2

Lot # 110 - Trade Card for (marked on back) "Hydraulic Brakes". Pictures in blue the
"Manufacturers' Liberal Arts Building." Under the picture "Our Exhibit can be found in section H,
North-western portion of this building". On the back of the card is some information "Total Annual
Capacity 287,000,000" and more. Size: 6 1/16" wide by 3 5/16" high. Condition: Fair with an edge
tear at the top (in front of "Manufacturers) and creases. Also has brown stains on corners and center
on back where it was glued into a scrapbook
Estimate: $ 4 - $ 7
Lot # 111 - Trade Card for "Frank F. Stone. General Merchandise. Warrenburgh, N.Y.". Pictures
flowers in multicolor on the front. The back of the card, printed in black, pictures the "Agricultural
Building", "World's Fair 1893." and "Use Newman's Baking Powders. Soda, Saleratus, Cream
Tartar, Etc." Size: 3 3/16" wide by 5 5/16" ... Condition: Fine, has a small edge tear on the side.
Colors are bright.
Estimate: $ 4 - $ 7
Lot # 112 - Admission ticket with stub for Manhattan Day, 10/21/1893 Size: 2 3/16" x 5 7/8"
Condition: Very Fine, the perforations between the ticket and stub are weak.
Estimate: $ 10 - $ 20
Lot # 113 - "World's Columbian Exposition Admission Ticket", Ticket, 1893 Chicago's Columbian
Exposition Admission ticket with portrait of Benjamin Franklin on the left. On the right is printed
"World's Columbian/Exposition/ Chicago/Admit the Bearer/Complimentary/1st May to 30th Oct.
1893" with a scalloped design in the background. On the reverse side is printed "Good
for/One/Admission/at/Pay ... Condition: Fair, most of the ticket is browned.
Estimate: $ 10 - $ 15

$2

$2

$5

$5

Lot # 114 - Linen handkerchief with building printed in black and beige marked "World's Fair" on
the left of the "Fisheries and Aquarium." picture and "Chicago 1893." on the right. In the top left
corner pictures the "Horticultural Hall.". In the upper right corner pictures "Gallery of Fine Arts.". At
the bottom are the "Mines Building." on the left and "Agricultural Building." on the right. Size: 18
1/2" wide by 16 1/2" high. Condition: Very Good with stains on the left and right center and under
Fine Arts picture and overall fading.
Estimate: $ 10 - $ 20

$5

Lot # 115 - Linen handkerchief with building printed in red and beige marked "World's Fair" on the
left of the "Administration Building." picture and "Chicago 1893." on the right. In the top left corner
pictures the "Machinery Hall.” In the upper right corner pictures "Electrical Building." At the bottom
"Manufacturing & & Liberal Arts Building” on the left and "Government Building." on the right
Condition: Very Fine with some light staining.
Estimate: $ 20 - $ 30

$ 10

Lot # 116 - Silk handkerchief designed like the American Flag with a bird's eye view of the Fair.
"Souvenir of World's Fair Chicago 1893" in the upper left hand corner. Colors are black, red, blue
and brown on a white background. The name "Lylih Robe" is embroidered in the lower right corner.
Size: . 16" X 16 1/4" Condition: Extremely Fine, with a little fading of the blue and some stain spots.
Estimate: $ 40 - $ 50

$ 10

Lot # 117 - Handkerchief with "Souvenir Woven at the World's Columbian Exposition Chicago" and
pictures "Machinery Hall" in the center. There is a name embroidered in the bottom left. Size: 20
1/2" wide by 21 1/4" high. Condition: Poor, rips on the left side in the center 25% of the way in and a
rip in the bottom half more than half way across.
Estimate: $ 3 - $ 5

$1

Lot # 118 - Goldsmith Postal Card. "Official Souvenir Postal", "World's Columbian Exposition".
This multicolor postcard pictures the "Government Building", "Grover Cleveland, President,
U.S.A.", an eagle and an American flag. Marked "Series No 1 Design No 1" At bottom in small
writing "Copyright, 1893 by Charles W. Goldsmith"..."American Lithographic Co. N.Y. Litho" Size:
6 1/8" wide by 3 3/4" high. Condition: Fine with creases in lower right corner, slight paper loss to
lower left corner and corner damage to all corners.
Estimate: $ 10 - $ 15
Lot # 119 - Goldsmith Postal Card. "Official Souvenir Postal", "World's Columbian Exposition".
This multicolor postcard pictures the "Administration Building". Marked "Series No. 1 Design No.
2" At bottom in small writing "Copyright, 1893 by Charles W. Goldsmith"..."American Lithographic
Co. N.Y. Litho" Size: 6 1/8" wide by 3 3/4" high. Condition: Very Fine with light damage to every
corner.
Estimate: $ 10 - $ 15
Lot # 120 - Goldsmith Postal Card. "Official Souvenir Postal", "World's Columbian Exposition".
This multicolor postcard pictures "The Agricultural Bld." and a Statue inside of a circle on the left.
Marked "Series No. 1 Design No. 4." At bottom in small writing "Copyright, 1893 by Charles W.
Goldsmith"..."American Lithographic Co. N.Y. Litho" Size: ... Condition: Very Good with edge and
corner damage and slight paper loss to edge and to one corner.
Estimate: $ 10 - $ 15
Lot # 121 - Goldsmith Postal Card. "Official Souvenir Postal", "World's Columbian Exposition".
This multicolor postcard pictures "The Woman's Building". It also pictures "Mrs. Potter Palmer."
Marked "Series No. 1 Design No. 9." At bottom in small writing "Copyright, 1893 by Charles W.
Goldsmith"..."American Lithographic Co. N.Y. Litho" Size: 5 15/16" wide by 3 7/16" high.
Condition: Extremely Fine with slight corner damage.
Estimate: $ 10 - $ 15
Lot # 122 - Goldsmith Postal Card. "Official Souvenir Postal", "World's Columbian Exposition".
This multicolor postcard pictures the "U.S. Naval Exhibit., Battle Ship 'Illinois'". Marked "Series No.
1 Design No. 10". At bottom in small writing "Copyright, 1893 by Charles W.
Goldsmith"..."American Lithographic Co. N.Y. Litho" Size: 5 15/16" by 3 7/16". Condition: Good,
there some paper loss (size of a penny on the right hand side.
Estimate: $ 5 - $ 10

$1

$1

$1

$1

$1

Lot # 123 - Goldsmith Postal Card. "Official Souvenir Postal", "World's Columbian Exposition".
pictures "The Fisheries Building." Marked "Series No. 1 Twelve Designs" "Copyright, 1893 by
Charles W. Goldsmith".American Lithographic Co. N.Y. Litho" Size: 6" wide by 3 1/2" high.
Condition: Fine with corner damage and slight paper loss in 2 corners and on back has a piece of
paper stuck to a corner (probably from being mounted in a book).
Estimate: $ 8 - $ 12
Lot # 124 - Goldsmith Postal Card. for International mailing as it has a 1-cent Columbian stamp
added to it (total 2 cents postage) which is un-cancelled. "Official Souvenir Postal", "World's
Columbian Exposition". Pictures the "Manufacturers and Liberal Arts" building Marked "Series No.
1 Design 3" "Copyright, 1893 by Charles W. Goldsmith" American Lithographic Co. N.Y. Litho"
Size: 6" wide by 3 7/16" high. Condition: Very Fine with some corner damages.
Estimate: $ 10 - $ 15

$1

$1

Category: 1894 California Mid-Winter (125 to 126)
Held in Golden Gate Park, San Francisco

Picture

Description

Minimum
Bid

Lot # 125 - Sterling Spoon with scrollwork in the bowl (embossed) and up both sides of the handle
(cast). In the bowl is etched "1894 Midwinter Fair". The initial "H" is near the top of the handle. The
back has scrollwork and is marked "Sterling" and has the maker's mark "M" in a rectangle. Size: 5
1/2" long by 1 3/8" wide. Condition: Very Fine, the "H" on the handle is worn.
Estimate: $ 25 - $ 35

$ 12

Lot # 126 - Plated Spoon with image of a panorama of the fair grounds with "Midwinter Exposition
California 1894" in the bowl. On the handle "San Francisco" and at the top a bear and a sun rise. The
back is marked "Standard". Size: 5" long by 1" wide. Condition: Very Fine ahs a little tarnish.
Estimate: $ 10 - $ 20

$5

Category: 1895 Cotton States Exposition (127 to 127)
Held in Atlanta, Georgia

Picture

Description
Lot # 127 - Small Brass Medal, ¾” in diameter. One side is the profile of a Grecian lady. The other
side says “Atlanta Exposition 1895” and shows a large building. Condition: Very Fine, some wear
and age toning.
Estimate: $ 25 - $ 35

Minimum
Bid

$ 12

Category: 1901 Pan American Exposition (128 to 165)
Held in Buffalo New York.

Picture

Description

Minimum
Bid

Lot # 128 - Stock certificate #5195 for one share in the Pan-American Exposition Company, issued
to William L. Horflen on August 15, 1900 Size: 8.25" x 11.5" Condition: Very good - creased from
being folded, some yellowing; shrink-wrapped on cardboard backing.
Estimate: $ 50 - $ 100

$ 25

Lot # 129 - Sterling Spoon, 5 ½” long. The handle features a buffalo and Indian. In the bowl is an
etched picture of the Electricity Building and says ‘Buffalo, N.Y.’ On the back the top of the handle
shows Niagara Falls. Condition: Extremely Fine.
Estimate: $ 25 - $ 35

$ 12

Lot # 130 - Pin Back Celluloid Button made by the Whitehead and Hoag Co. Newark, N.J. Pat. 1896.
The button says ‘Pan-American Exposition- 1901- Buffalo, N.Y., U.S.A.’ It shows two ladies
holding hands representing North and South America (the logo of the fair). Size: 1 1/4" diameter.
Condition: Good, there are cracks in the celluloid that go all the way through.
Estimate: $ 5 - $ 10

$2

Lot # 131 - Hanky, 12” by 12”. The hanky is white. In one corner is embroidered with a crest in
gold, blue and red. Over the crest it says ‘Pan-American’, below it says ‘Buffalo.’ The name Ida H.
Sheer is embroidered in another corner. Condition: Excellent.
Estimate: $ 15 - $ 20

$7

Lot # 132 - Sterling Spoon, 6” long. On the top of the handle is the profile of McKinley, Milburn
Hawe, EMCY Hospital and the words ‘God’s Will Be Done, Not Ours.’ In the bowl is the "Temple
of Music" and it says ‘Pan American Exposition Buffalo, N.Y. 1901.’ On the back of the handle is
the Capitol building, the word ‘Columbia’, and the words ‘Good By To All.’. Condition: Excellent
Estimate: $ 25 - $ 35

$ 12

Lot # 133 - Sterling Demitasse Spoon, 4” long. On the top of the handle is the profile of McKinley,
Milburn Hawe, EMCY Hospital and the words ‘God’s Will Be Done, Not Ours.’ In the bowl is the
"Temple of Music" and it says ‘Pan American Exposition Buffalo, N.Y. 1901.’ On the back of the
handle is the Capitol building, the word ‘Columbia’, and the words ‘Good By To All.’.
Condition: Excellent
Estimate: $ 25 - $ 35

$ 10

Lot # 134 - Sterling Demitasse Spoon, 3 1/2” long. The handle features Niagara Falls. In the bowl is
the Electric Tower. It says ‘Pan-Am Expo Buffalo 1901.’ This is a thin spoon. Condition: Very Fine.
Estimate: $ 10 - $ 15

$5

Lot # 135 - Clear Glass Tumbler with gilded band around the glass. In the band is etched "Buffalo
1901". At the bottom is a decorative raised diamond shaped design all the way around. Size: 3 5/8"
tall by 2 7/8" diameter. Condition: Fine, no chips or cracks, but the gold band is worn and the gold
around the rim is mostly worn away.
Estimate: $ 20 - $ 30

$8

Lot # 136 - Sterling Silver Demitasse Spoon commemorating the assassination of President
McKinley. Handle has image of McKinley, eagle and hatchet. In bowl pictures "Temple of Music"
with "Pan-American Exposition Buffalo, N.Y. Sept 6th 1901" under the building. Size: 4 3/8" long
by 7/8" wide. Condition: Very Fine.
Estimate: $ 20 - $ 30

$ 10

Lot # 137 - Plated Demitasse spoon with image of "Electric Tower" in the bowl, "Pan-American" on
handle along with Niagara Falls and a buffalo at the top of the handle. On the back of the handle is
"1901" and a group of buildings. Marked on back "Oneida Community". Size: 4 3/8" long by 7/8" at
the widest. Condition: Extremely Fine with some tarnish.
Estimate: $ 8 - $ 12

$3

Lot # 138 - Plated Demitasse spoon with bowl shaped like a frying pan. In bowl is an embossed
picture of a buffalo with "I Was At" above and "In 1901" below. On the handle is a child pulling a
ribbon which is ringing 2 bells. On the back it is marked "Extra Coin Silver Plate" with a little
beading on part of the edge. Size: 4 1/4" long by 1 1/4" wide bowl. Condition: Very Fine with light
wear on buffalo
Estimate: $ 8 - $ 12

$3

Lot # 139 - Railroad Advertising Plated Demitasse spoon with image of "Ethnology Building" in the
bowl, "Pan-American" on handle along with Niagara Falls and a buffalo at the top of the handle. On
the back of the handle is an image of a locked bag with "Lake Shore & Michigan Southern Rail
Way" and "Fast Mail Line". Also marked "Oneida Community". Size: 4 3/8" long by 7/8" at the
widest. Condition: Extremely Fine with some tarnish.
Estimate: $ 8 - $ 12

$3

Lot # 140 - Plated Demitasse spoon with image of "Agriculture" building. "Pan-Am 1901" is written
on the handle with a picture of Niagara Falls and an Indian Head at the top. Back of handle pictures
"Electric Tower" with "371 Feet High and "Buffalo". "USSC" is the maker's mark. Size: 4 3/8" long.
Condition: Very Good, top of handle and bowl are worn.
Estimate: $ 6 - $ 8

$2

Lot # 141 - Silver plated demitasse spoon with Niagara Falls in the bowl and "Exposition 1901 Pan
American" written down the handle. Figural Lion standing on globe on the end of the handle. Back
of handle pictures lion's back above "Niagara Falls". Also marked "American Souvenir Co. Pat." and
on back of bowl "Official". Size: 4 1/4" long by 7/8" at the widest.
Condition: Fine, the lion's head is a little worn.
Estimate: $ 8 - $ 10

$3

Lot # 142 - Silver plated demitasse spoon with "Electric Tower in the bowl and "Exposition 1901
Pan American" written down the handle. Figural Lion standing on globe on the end of the handle.
Back of handle pictures lion's back above Niagara Falls". Also marked "American Souvenir Co. Pat."
and on back of bowl "Official". Size: 4 1/4" long by 7/8" at the widest.
Condition: Very Fine
Estimate: $ 8 - $ 10

$3

Lot # 143 - Silk handkerchief with embroidered picture of "Temple of Music" in yellow and pink
thread in the lower right corner with "Buffalo" underneath. The name "Roy" is embroidered above
the building. Size: 11" wide by 10 1/2" high. Condition: Extremely Fine with a small stain above the
name Roy.
Estimate: $ 15 - $ 25

$8

Lot # 144 - Silk handkerchief in original envelope with picture of "United States Government
Building" woven into the center with "Pan American Exposition:, "Buffalo 1901" above the building.
The name "Abbie H Briggs" is embroidered into the lower right corner. There is a double border
design. The Envelope is marked "Souvenir Silk Handkerchief. and "Anderson Bros.", "Machinery
and Transportation Building, Pan-American Exposition", ".. 1901 ..". There is also a red seal with a
buffalo in the middle and "Come to the Pan-American Exposition Buffalo N.Y.,U.S.A.". In pencil is
written the name that is embroidered on the hankie. Size: Hankie: 20 1/4" by 20 1/4". Envelope: 7
1/2" wide by 5" high. Condition: Hankie: Excellent. Envelope is torn and rough.
Estimate: $ 40 - $ 60

$ 16

Lot # 145 - Small clear glass with the design of a buffalo etched in the center with "1901" on its
back. Above is etched "Pan American Exposition" and beneath "When You Drink/Do of Me Think."
Size: 2 1/2" tall by 2 1/4" diameter. Condition: Excellent with one air bubble in the side as made.
Estimate: $ 8 - $ 12

$3

Lot # 146 - Unused letter size envelope with color design of round logo of girl in a dress in the shape
of South America, reaching to hold on to white cloth in the shape of North America; knock-off of the
official Raphael Beck logo; by Niagara Envelope M'f'g Co. Size: 3.75" x 6.5" Condition: Very good
- minor wear, slightly yellowed.
Estimate: $ 15 - $ 25
Lot # 147 - Unused letter size envelope with color design of a bison standing on top of a globe with
North and South America visible. in the background are Exposition buildings. Size: 3.75" x 6.5"
Condition: Excellent.
Estimate: $ 6 - $ 10

$5

$3

Lot # 148 - Paper advertisement in the shape of a shoe with the top of the shoe opened with a group
of multi-ethnic people at the top; at bottom is printed "For Sale By/The Wm. Hengerer Co./Buffalo's
Great Department House"; on reverse side is a list of Buffalo attractions and more information about
the "Kulture" Shoes Size: 9" x 5.25" Condition: Good - writing and underlining on reverse side;
some wear and small tear around edges.
Estimate: $ 6 - $ 10

$3

Lot # 149 - Horizontal trade card with Raphael Beck logo of two women in the shape of North and
South America, holding hands through Central America in the center; on reverse side is promotional
information about the Pan-Am Size: 3" x 5" Condition: Very good - creased in lower left corner;
slightly yellowed on reverse side.
Estimate: $ 5 - $ 8

$2

Lot # 150 - Unused letter size envelope with color design of the Ethnology Building across the front;
by Niagara Envelope Manufactory Size: 3.75" x 6.5" Condition: Excellent.
Estimate: $ 8 - $ 10

$4

Lot # 151 - Vertical trade card with "Spirit of Niagara" by Evelyn Rumsey Cary on front; on reverse
side is promotional information about the Pan-Am
Size: 5" x 3"
Condition: Excellent - slightly yellowed on reverse side.
Estimate: $ 5 - $ 8

$2

Lot # 152 - Souvenir aluminum notepad cover, the front embossed with a bison with script writing
"Souvenir Pan-American Exposition 1901" around it; no paper Size: 2.5" x 4.25" Condition:
Excellent - Still has paper inside.
Estimate: $ 15 - $ 25

$8

Lot # 153 - Issue of "The Cosmopolitan" magazine, September 1901, dedicated to articles about the
Pan-Am; illustrated; 100+ pages Size: 9.25" x 6.5" Condition: Good - pages are yellowed; some
wear and curling to the edges of the covers; binding is slightly loose.
Estimate: $ 15 - $ 20

$5

Lot # 154 - Souvenir booklet "One Hundred Views of the Pan-American Exposition, Buffalo and
Niagara Falls" w/b&w photos of the fair and short descriptions; latest edition; 80 p. Size: 6.25" x
8.75" Condition: Very good - minor wear and fading to covers; small areas of gray marking on front
cover.
Estimate: $ 15 - $ 20
Lot # 155 - Booklet "The Pan-American and Its Midway" consisting solely of black and white
photographs of the Pan Am; 56 p.; J. Murray Jordan Publisher Size: 7.75" x 10" Condition: Good some dirt and loss to the front cover; wear around the edges; split at top along the spine; page are
intact and in very good condition.
Estimate: $ 15 - $ 25
Lot # 156 - Booklet "The Wm. Hengerer Co.'s Sketch Book of the Pan-American Exposition";
contains black and white pen drawings of the Exposition buildings as well as a page long description
of the highlighted building; after title page is pink inserted page advertising the W.M. Hengerer Co.;
24 p. Size: 7.5" x 8.5" Condition: Good - yellowed; some light wear; some light brown staining on
the covers.
Estimate: $ 15 - $ 25
Lot # 157 - Gold colored metal souvenir tray shaped with curls and fancy edging. The center is
etched with a buffalo with "1901 Pan-American/Exposition Buffalo" surrounding it. Size: 6" x 4"
Condition: Very good - areas of white (remnants of previous polish attempts?) around decorative
edges.
Estimate: $ 8 - $ 12
Lot # 158 - Rectangular aluminum tray wth raised, pattern edges; in center is 3 black pictures from
left to right: Electric Tower, Temple of Music, Niagara Falls Size: 9" x 3" Condition: Very good minor wear to the designs; small scratches.
Estimate: $ 10 - $ 15
Lot # 159 - Small round gold colored metal tray with embossed "Exposition 1901" in the center and
a globe showing North and South America and a depiction of Niagara Falls; edges are ornately
patterned and scalloped Size: 3" diam. Condition: Good - wear to finish (most prominent on the
reverse side) with small areas of tarnish visible.
Estimate: $ 8 - $ 12

$7

$7

$5

$3

$5

$3

Lot # 160 - Booklet "The Grandeurs of the Exposition" consisting of b&w photos of the Fair, Buffalo
landmarks and Niagara Falls, each with a short description; published by Robert Allan Reid; 50 p.
Size: 9" x 12.25" Condition: Very good - slight wear.
Estimate: $ 20 - $ 30

$8

Lot # 161 - Set of official souvenir playing cards (52 cards plus 1 joker) with Raphael Beck logo on
each card; on face of each card is image of a scene from the Pan-Am; in red faux leather slip case
with card attached, showing Beck logo; broken stamp/seal visible on bottom and back
Size: 3.5" x 2.75"
Condition: Good - top flap is missing; some wear around edges of case; surface dirt on front of case.
Estimate: $ 25 - $ 35

$ 12

Lot # 162 - Booklet "A Souvenir of Buffalo, N.Y., Niagara Falls and the Great Pan-American
Exposition" consisting of b&w photos and drawings of scenes in Buffalo, Niagara Falls and the PanAm with a short description of each scene; published by the James Byne Co.; 50 p. Size: 7" x 9"
Condition: Very good - minor wear; name inside front cover.
Estimate: $ 10 - $ 15
Lot # 163 "Bennitt Illustrated Souvenir Guide Pan American Exposition" w/b&w photos of the bldgs
and sculptures; written description in the form of a tour through the grounds and includes short
section about Buffalo and Niagara Falls; map with the PAE grounds on one side and Buffalo on the
other inside back cover; 82 p. Size: 6" x 9" Condition: Very good - slight wear; crease on front cover
(along Spirit of Niagara image).
Estimate: $ 12 - $ 18
Lot # 164 - Ink blotter with aluminum top decorated with the Temple of Music, Electric Tower, and
Government Building in black; blue paper on back Size: 8" x 3.75" Condition: Very good - minor
scratches and wear; remnants of adhesive label in lower right corner of back.
Estimate: $ 18 - $ 25
Lot # 165 - Postcard printed in multicolor of the "Electricity Building". This is an "Official Souvenir
Mailing Card" with the fair logo surrounded by lightning bolts and Niagara falls. In small print at the
bottom: "Copyright, 1901, By Niagara Envelope Company Manufactory" and "Gies & Co. Litho.
Buffalo, N.Y. U.S.A." Unused Card. Size: 5 1/2" wide by 3 1/4" high. Condition: Extremely Fine
with slight damage to 2 corners.
Estimate: $ 5 - $ 8

$5

$6

$8

$1

Category: 1904 St. Louis Lousiana Purchase Exposition (166 to 211)
Also known as the Louisiana Purchase Exposition, it was held to commemorate the 100th Anniversary of the Purchase from France.
R L H refers to Robert L. Hendershott's book "1904 St. Louis World's Fair

Picture

Description

Minimum
Bid

Lot # 166 - Cigar Box Label "Treaty Bond", picture Jefferson, Napoleon, and a scroll with the map
of the "Territory of Louisiana Purchased from France 1803" and "Paris April 30. 1803" and red seals
on the bottom. Size: 8 1/2" wide by 6 3/16" high. Condition: Excellent.
Estimate: $ 30 - $ 40

$8

Lot # 167 - "Souvenir of Dedication Ceremonies" ticket stub. Marked "Louisiana Purchase
Exposition" across the top and pictures Jefferson and Teddy Roosevelt. Ticket is numbered 12013.
On reverse, printed in green, is a house "In front of this house the final transfer of the Louisana
Purchase Territory was made, St. Louis, March 10th, ... Condition: Small amount of restoration. It
would be extremely fine, except 2 spots on the top of the back, at each end have been restored.
Estimate: $ 20 - $ 30
Lot # 168 - China Shoe with color picture of "Machinery Building. Worlds Fair St. Louis MO.
1904". The toe of the shoe is curled up. Marked on bottom "Made in Germany" Size: 6 1/2" long by
3" high by 1 7/8" wide. Condition: Very Fine with one teeny-tiny chip on the top lip and some
rubbed off gold.
Estimate: $ 35 - $ 50

$ 10

$ 20

Lot # 169 - Weller plate with map of U.S. marked "World's Fair St Louis 1904". In the map is the
area of the "L.P.E. 1803". At the bottom "Weller-Pottery Zanesville Ohio". RLH 45-170 Size: 5 1/8"
diameter. Condition: Excellent.
Estimate: $ 50 - $ 75

$ 25

Lot # 170 - Enamel Cup with multicolor picture around the outside. "The World's Fair - St. Louis 1904 - Louisiana Purchase Exposition Cup." with pictures of "Napoleon" and "Jefferson" and 2 maps
of the U.S. "1803" and "1903". RLH 11-110 Size: 2 3/4" tall by 3 3/4" wide to the edge of ...
Condition: Fine, with chipping around the rim and inside the rim, but no chipping in the picture field
but a few light hairlines.
Estimate: $ 25 - $ 50

$ 10

Lot # 171 - Aluminum Urn or toothpick holder with "St. Louis - 1904" and Fleur de lis etched into
the side. The fleur de lis is colored Red, yellow and blue (blue is worn off). Size: 1 7/8" tall by 2 1/8"
diameter. Condition: Fine, a few scratches and the blue is worn.
Estimate: $ 12 - $ 18

$6

Lot # 172 - Milk glass tumbler with embossed pictures of fair buildings: "Palace of Machinery",
"Cascades Gardens", "Louisiana Purchase Monument" and "St. Louis Union Station". Size: 4 7/8"
tall by 3 1/4" diameter. Condition: Extremely fine, uneven spot in rim as made.
Estimate: $ 3 - $ 5

$1

Lot # 173 - Aluminum pill box. in green black and brown pictures "Cascade Garden" with "World's
Fair St. Louis 1904" The back is plain, the front shows the Cascades. Inside slides out. Size: 2 7/16"
by 1 1/2" by 5/16" thick. Condition: Very Good, picture is a little worn and discolored.
Estimate: $ 15 - $ 25

$7

Lot # 174 - Ruby Glass Creamer with a clear glass bottom. "World's Fair 1904" is etched on one side
and "Rosena" is etched on the other. Size: 3 1/4" high by 3 3/4" from spout to end of handle.
Condition: Very Fine with some spotting in the ruby.
Estimate: $ 25 - $ 35

$8

Lot # 175 - Glass Hatchet- Embossed on one side on handle is "St. Louis World's Fair." On the Ax
head is embossed "1803 Emblem of Peace and Prosperity 1904". Etched below that is "John and
Jim". Size: 10" long by 3 1/2 inches wide. Condition: Extremely Fine.
Estimate: $ 35 - $ 50

$ 18

Lot # 176 - Metal cup with embossed buildings marked "Souvenir Louisiana Purchase Exposition"
around the top. The cup is brass colored. The buildings are: "Machinery Building", "Palace of
Liberal Arts", "Electricity Building", "Education Building" and "Transportation Building". Also
picture "Napoleon Ceding to Jefferson Louisiana Territory 1803" Marked "Germany" and more on
bottom. ... Condition: Very Fine, nice detail with a bit of wear.
Estimate: $ 8 - $ 12

$3

Lot # 177 - Metal dish with raised buildings and a copper plating, "Souvenir of World's Fair St.
Louis". Embossed on the plate are 6 fair buildings (with their names underneath) and the "Louisiana
Purchase Monumend". Size: 6 11/16" diameter. Condition: Very Good with some plating missing
and some wear to the buildings.
Estimate: $ 8 - $ 12

$2

Lot # 178 - Clear Glass Tumbler with labeled relief scenes of fair buildings: "Palace of Machinery",
"Cascades Gardens", "Louisiana Purchase Monument" and "St. Louis Union Station". (RLH 21-660)
Size: 4 7/8" tall by 3 1/4" diameter. Condition: Excellent.
Estimate: $ 3 - $ 5

$1

Lot # 179 - Envelope with multicolor picture of "Palace of Electricity Official" ,"World's Fair St.
Louis, 1904" in red. Printed by "Samuel Cupples Envelope Co., St. Louis & New York - Sole
Stationery Licensee" Size: 6 1/2" wide by 3 5/8" high. Condition: Extremely Fine, the flap is sealed
shut.
Estimate: $ 10 - $ 15
Lot # 180 - Envelope with multicolor picture of "Cascades Official" ,"World's Fair St. Louis, 1904"
in red. Printed by "Samuel Cupples Envelope Co., St. Louis & New York - Sole Stationery Licensee"
Size: 6 1/2" wide by 3 5/8" high. Condition: Very Fine, light age toning and small crease near corner
and the flap is sealed shut.
Estimate: $ 10 - $ 15

$4

$4

Lot # 181 - Aluminum medal, Eglit #507 (H&K #314). This is the PAX Dollar. This is a muled
medal with a "Louisiana Purchase 1803 St. Louis World's Fair 1903-4" with woman's head with lines
radiating from it. Reverse: "Commemorating the Discovery of America 1492", "Chicago World's
Fair 1892-3" around rim. Pictured at center is a full figured caravel. Size: 1 1/2" diameter. Condition:
Near Mint.
Estimate: $ 50 - $ 70

$ 25

Lot # 182 - Ruby and pressed glass mug. It stands 3 3/8” high and is 2 3/4” in diameter (3 3/4" to
edge of handle). There is a clear glass applied handle. The upper part of the mug is ruby and says
‘World’s Fair 1904’ and ‘Kittie Rosch.’ The lower portion and bottom ... Condition: Extremely Fine.
Estimate: $ 20 - $ 30

$7

Lot # 183 - Spoon (extra coin silver plate) 4 1/4” long. The handle is ornately decorated. In the bowl
is the Palace of Liberal Arts and says ‘St. Louis Exposition’. Condition: Fine, there is some wear in
the bowl.
Estimate: $ 8 - $ 12
Lot # 184 - Spoon (extra coin silver plate) 4 3/8” long. The handle is ornately decorated. In the bowl
is the Palace of Electricity and says ‘St. Louis Exposition’. Condition: Fine with a little wear in the
bowl.
Estimate: $ 8 - $ 12
Lot # 185 - Sterling Spoon Ornate handle. The bowl features "Varied Industries Building" and says
St. Louis 1904. Size: 5 3/8" long. Condition: Extremely Fine and a little tarnished.
Estimate: $ 20 - $ 30

$3

$3
$ 10

Lot # 186 - Plated Silver Spoon, the handle is marked ‘St. Louis 1904’ and shows the City Seal ‘The
Mound City.’ In the bowl are the "Cascade Gardens". The back of the handle features an eagle and
says ‘Louisiana Purchase Exposition.’ Made by "Conn SIlver Co" Size: 5 1/2" long. Condition:
Extremely Fine with tarnish.
Estimate: $ 8 - $ 12

$3

Lot # 187 - Cigar Box Label for "Temple" Cigars, pictures "Temple of Fraternity-St. Louis
Exposition", "Temple Cigar Co. Temple, Pa." with multi-color image of the Temple of Fraternity.
Size: 8 5/8" wide by 6" high. Condition: Good (Slight wear and small creases.)
Estimate: $ 20 - $ 30

$ 10

Lot # 188 - Clear glass plate with cut-out lattice border. Image of Festival Hall and Cascade Gardens
is cut out from the back of the plate and painted with gold gilding. Inscribed: World's Fair St. Louis.
1904. Festival Hall and Cascade Gardens. (RLH 42-140) Size: 7 1/2" diameter. Condition: Fine, with
flaking in the gold. The sky is not painted.
Estimate: $ 5 - $ 10

$1

Lot # 189 - "Hold Card to Light" postcard, "Official Souvenir World's Fair St. Louis 1904".
Multicolored picture of "Palace of Mines and Metallurgy". Along the left edge in tiny writing
"Samuel Cupples Envelope Co., St. Louis , Mo., Sole World's Fair Stationers." Hold the card up with
a light source behind it and the windows in the building and ripples in the water illuminate. One-cent
stamp on back is cancelled "World's Fair St. Louis" Size: 5 1/2" wide by 3 1/2" high. Condition:
Good, has 2 holes at the top in the center where someone probably put a thumbtack and light
cancellation lines on picture side.
Estimate: $ 20 - $ 30
Lot # 190 - "Hold Card to Light" postcard, "Official Souvenir World's Fair St. Louis 1904".
Multicolored picture of "Varied Industries Building". Along the left edge in tiny writing "Samuel
Cupples Envelope Co., St. Louis , Mo., Sole World's Fair Stationers." Hold the card up with a light
source behind it and the windows in the building and lights around the walkway illuminate. Unused.
Condition: Good, has rounded corners and has small tears at bottom in the center. There is a light
crease in the building on the left side of the card.
Estimate: $ 20 - $ 30
Lot # 191 - "Hold Card to Light" postcard "Official Souvenir World's Fair St. Louis 1904".
Multicolored picture of "Palace of Transportation". Along the left edge in tiny writing "Samuel
Cupples Envelope Co., St. Louis , Mo., Sole World's Fair Stationers." Hold the card up with a light
source behind it and the windows in the building the crescent moon in the sky illuminate. One cent
stamp is cancelled "Expostion", "St. Louis, MO. Oct 13, 1904" Condition: Good, corners are slightly
rounded and little dent at top and creases under writing "Palace of..."; some ink writing at bottom
Estimate: $ 20 - $ 30
Lot # 192 - "Hold Card to Light" postcard "Official Souvenir World's Fair St. Louis 1904".
Multicolored picture of "Palace of Manufacturers". Along the left edge in tiny writing "Samuel
Cupples Envelope Co., St. Louis , Mo., Sole World's Fair Stationers." Hold the card up with a light
source behind it and the windows in the building illuminate. Used. Condition: Extremely Fine with
light bending to two corners. There is writing in ink at the bottom of the picture
Estimate: $ 25 - $ 40

$1

$1

$1

$1

Lot # 193 - "Hold Card to Light" postcard "Official Souvenir World's Fair St. Louis 1904".
Multicolored picture of "Palace of Agriculture". Along the left edge in tiny writing "Samuel Cupples
Envelope Co., St. Louis , Mo., Sole World's Fair Stationers." Hold the card up with a light source
behind it and the windows in the building and the full moon in the sky illuminate. Unused.
Condition: Would be Excellent except someone wrote 'Papa' at the bottom of the card.
Estimate: $ 25 - $ 40
Lot # 194 - "Hold Card to Light" postcard "Official Souvenir World's Fair St. Louis 1904".
Multicolored picture of "The Art Palace". Along the left edge in tiny writing "Samuel Cupples
Envelope Co., St. Louis , Mo., Sole World's Fair Stationers Hold the card up with a light source
behind it and the windows in the building and the full moon in the sky illuminate. One cent stamp is
cancelled "World's Fair St. Louis" and "St. Louis, MO. Sep 23, 1904". Condition: Good, corners are
slightly rounded with visible creasing in one corner. Hand writing in ink at the bottom of the picture
Estimate: $ 20 - $ 30
Lot # 195 - Large Format "Hold Card to Light" postcard "Official Souvenir World's Fair St. Louis
1904". Multicolored picture of "Palace of Manufacturers". Hold the card up with a light source
behind it and the windows in the building and the full moon in the sky illuminate. Size: 8 15/16"
wide by 5 15/16" high. Condition: Poor, with paper loss on all edges. The loss is significant in the 2
top corners and on the left side it cuts into the picture of the building. The card is unused. Normally a
$100 card, but not in this condition.
Estimate: $ 15 - $ 25

$1

$1

$1

Lot # 196 - Multicolor Postcard of the "Corner Palace of Varied Industries" on a silver colored
background with "Official Souvenir World's Fair - St. Louis 1904" at the top. There are people in
front of the building and some tools and gears in the upper left corner. Condition: Excellent.
Estimate: $ 4 - $ 5

$1

Lot # 197 - Multicolor Postcard of the "Entrance Palace of Liberal Arts" on a silver colored
background with "Official Souvenir World's Fair - St. Louis 1904" at the top. There are people in
front of the entrance. There is a large statue on top of the entrance. There is an American Flag and ...
Condition: Extremely Fine, light damage to lower left corner.
Estimate: $ 4 - $ 5

$1

Lot # 198 - Multicolor Postcard of the "Palace of Electricity" on a silver colored background with
"Official Souvenir World's Fair - St. Louis 1904" at the top. There is a lagoon, bridge and boats in
front of the building and a hand holding lightning bolts in a circle in the upper left corner. Condition:
Fine, there is a 1/2" crease in the bottom and Corner damage.
Estimate: $ 3 - $ 4
Lot # 199 - Multicolor Postcard of the "Government Building" on a silver colored background with
"Official Souvenir World's Fair - St. Louis 1904" at the top. There are people and a tree in front of
the building and an eagle and shiel in the lower left corner. Condition: Good because there is a 1/2"
along the center of the left edge of paper loss (otherwise it would be very fine).
Estimate: $ 2 - $ 3
Lot # 200 - Multicolor Postcard of the "Palace of Agriculture" on a silver colored background with
"Official Souvenir World's Fair - St. Louis 1904" at the top. There are people and grass in the
foreground. There is a man and a plow in the lower left corner. Marked on the bottom: "Samuel
Cupples" ... Condition: Very Fine, 2 corners have slight damage.
Estimate: $ 4 - $ 5
Lot # 201 - Multicolor Postcard of the "Art Palace" on a silver colored background with "Official
Souvenir World's Fair - St. Louis 1904" at the top. There are people on a path in the forground.
There is a woman wearing a shield surrounded by 3 shields in the lower left corner. Condition: Very
Fine, 2 corners have slight damage and a small nick at the top.
Estimate: $ 3 - $ 4
Lot # 202 - Multicolor Unused Postcard of "Liberal Arts Building", with a statue pictured on the left.
"This is one of the main features of the St. Louis World's Fair. Another is Blanke's Faust Blend
Coffee. Best on Earth or Anywhere Else." Condition: Fine, damage to 3 corners, and paper loss to
right hand side at bottom (paper loss is 7/8" long, but very narrow).
Estimate: $ 10 - $ 15

$1

$1

$1

$1

$1

Lot # 203 - Multicolor Unused Postcard of "Temple of Fraternity" and "Machinery Building Main
Entrance", with a statue on a pole pictured on the left. Written to the right of the picture in red is
"This is one of the main features of the St. Louis World's Fair. Another is Blanke's Faust Blend ...
Condition: Very Fine, there is slight damage to 2 corners.
Estimate: $ 12 - $ 17
Lot # 204 - Multicolor Unused Postcard of "Missouri State Building". Written to the right of the
picture in red is "This is one of the main features of the St. Louis World's Fair. Another is Blanke's
Faust Blend Coffee. Best on Earth or Anywhere Else." Hand written on the bottom is "12 Cards" ...
Condition: Very Fine, there is some damage to the corners and light discoloration to the right side.
Estimate: $ 10 - $ 15
Lot # 205 - Multicolor Unused Postcard of "Administration Building". On the left is a status in an
American Flag draped circle. Written to the right of the picture in red is "This is one of the main
features of the St. Louis World's Fair. Another is Blanke's Faust Blend Coffee. Best on Earth ...
Condition: Very Fine, there is some damage to the corners and very slight soiling.
Estimate: $ 10 - $ 15
Lot # 206 - Multicolor Unused Postcard with the "Palace of Electricity" pictured on it, a statue with
lightning bolts behind her and the "Entrance to the Liberal Arts Building" in a circle on the left. Also
has "World's Fair St. Louis Mo. 1904." in the upper right corner and "Hesse Envelope Co., St. ...
Condition: Extremely Fine, with ever so slight corner wear.
Estimate: $ 4 - $ 5
Lot # 207 - Multicolor Unused Postcard with the "Palace of Liberal Arts" pictured on it, and a statue
to the left. Also has "World's Fair St. Louis Mo. 1904.". Condition: Extremely Fine, with ever so
slight weaer to 1 corner.
Estimate: $ 4 - $ 5
Lot # 208 - Multicolor "Official Souvenir PostCard" picturing "Varied Industries Building" inside a
yellow border. The picture is signed "Graham". "Samuel Cupples Envelope Co., St. Louis - New
York Sole Stationery Licensee" and below that "Copyright 1903. Lou. Pur. Exp. Co." Size: 5 1/2"
wide by 3 1/4" high. Condition: Extremely Fine, slight corner wear.
Estimate: $ 4 - $ 5
Lot # 209 - Multicolor "Official Souvenir PostCard" picturing "Transportaion Building" inside a
yellow border. The picture is signed "Graham". "Samuel Cupples Envelope Co., St. Louis - New
York Sole Stationery Licensee" and below that "Copyright 1903. Lou. Pur. Exp. Co." Size: 5 1/2"
wide by 3 1/4" high. Condition: Very Fine, corner wear to 1 corner.
Estimate: $ 4 - $ 5
Lot # 210 - Multicolor "Official Souvenir PostCard" picturing "Electricity Building" inside a border.
The picture is signed "Graham". "Samuel Cupples Envelope Co., St. Louis - New York Sole
Stationery Licensee" "Copyright 1903. Lou. Pur. Exp. Co." Size: 5 1/2" wide by 3 1/4" high.
Condition: Very Fine, has a small brown spot near upper right corner.
Estimate: $ 4 - $ 5
Lot # 211 - Multicolor "Official Souvenir PostCard" picturing "Education and Social Economy
Building. "Graham". Marked on the bottom: "Samuel Cupples Envelope Co., St. Louis - New York
Sole Stationery Licensee" "Copyright 1903. Lou. Pur. Exp. Co." Size: 5 1/2" wide by 3 1/4"
Condition: Very Fine, has a slight discoloration along the upper right edge and slight corner damage.
Estimate: $ 4 - $ 5

$1

$1

$1

$1

$1

$1

$1

$1

$1

Category: 1907 Jamestown Exposition (212 to 233)
Held in Jamestown, Virginia, this World's Fair celebrated the 300th anniversary of the first settlement on North American shores.

Picture

Description

Minimum
Bid

Lot # 212 - Aluminum tray of "States Exhibit Building" from Jamestown Expo. Size: 4 3/4 inches
wide by 3 1/4 inches. Condition: Extremely Fine, very strong image in center with a little light wear
on the edge.
Estimate: $ 15 - $ 20

$7

Lot # 213 - Brass Medal. Obverse: pictures "Pocahontas" in center with "Norfolk, VA.", "1907".
Reverse: Expo Building in center with "Jamestown Ter-Centennial" above building and "Exposition"
below. Holed at top, not original. Size: 3/4" diameter. Condition: Fine.
Estimate: $ 20 - $ 30

$ 10

Lot # 214 - Postcard "Speaker's Chair and Warming Machine of the House of Burgesses." American
Colortype Co. N.Y.. Unused official souvenir postcard with a color drawing of the Speaker's chair on
the left and the warming machine on the right.
Description on back: The first House of Burgesses was summonded to Jamestown ... Condition:
Excellent
Estimate: $ 3 - $ 5

$1

Lot # 215 - Multicolored Postcard of "U. S. S. 'Missouri'" picturing battleship and Missouri state
logo in upper left hand corner. On back marked: "1607 - Jamestown Exposition - 1907", "Official
Souvenir", "PostCard", fair logo and space for address and message. Marked on front bottom left in
small letters: "Copyright Enrique Muller". Condition: Extremely Fine, slight soiling.
Estimate: $ 5 - $ 8
Lot # 216 - Multicolored Postcard of "U. S. S. 'Atlanta'" picturing cruiser and Georgia state logo in
upper left hand corner. On back marked: "1607 - Jamestown Exposition - 1907", "Official Souvenir",
"PostCard", fair logo and space for address and message. Marked on front bottom left in small
letters: "Copyright Enrique Muller". Condition: Fine, you can lightly see where its corners were in
album holders, and corners are damaged.
Estimate: $ 4 - $ 6
Lot # 217 - Multicolored Postcard of "U. S. S. 'Florida'" picturing Ship and Florida state logo in
upper left hand corner. On back marked: "1607 - Jamestown Exposition - 1907", "Official Souvenir",
"PostCard", fair logo and space for address and message. Marked on front bottom left in small
letters: "Copyright Enrique Muller". Condition: Good, the printing is off register and the back is
browned except where the corners that were in the album holders.
Estimate: $ 3 - $ 4
Lot # 218 - Multicolored Postcard of "U. S. S. 'Virginia'" picturing Battleship and Virginia state logo
in upper left hand corner. On back marked: "1607 - Jamestown Exposition - 1907", "Official
Souvenir", "PostCard", fair logo and space for address and message. Marked on front bottom left in
small letters: "Copyright Enrique Muller". Condition: Very Fine and the back is browned.
Estimate: $ 5 - $ 8
Lot # 219 - Multicolored Postcard of "U. S. S. 'Olympia' and Admiral Dewey." picturing Cruiser
with Admiral Dewey in upper left hand corner. On back marked: "1607 - Jamestown Exposition 1907", "Official Souvenir", "PostCard", fair logo and space for address and message. "Copyright
Enrique Muller". Condition: Extremely Fine with slight damage to one corner.
Estimate: $ 5 - $ 8
Lot # 220 - Multicolored Postcard of "U. S. S. 'Saratoga'" picturing the sailing ship. On back marked:
"1607 - Jamestown Exposition - 1907", "Official Souvenir", "PostCard", fair logo and space for
address and message. Marked on front bottom left in small letters: "Copyright Enrique Muller". Size:
5 1/2" wide by 3 1/2" high. Condition: Extremely Fine with slight damage to one corner.
Estimate: $ 5 - $ 8
Lot # 221 - Multicolored Postcard of "American Navy in 1812" picturing 6 sailing ship. On back
marked: "1607 - Jamestown Exposition - 1907", "Official Souvenir", "PostCard", fair logo and space
for address and message. Marked on front bottom left in small letters: "Copyright Enrique Muller".
Size: 5 1/2" wide by 3 1/2" high. Condition: Extremely Fine.
Estimate: $ 5 - $ 8
Lot # 222 - Multicolored Postcard of "Faneuil Hall Boston, Massachusetts" picturing the building
and surrounding buildings. On the back marked: "1607 - Jamestown Exposition - 1907", "Official
Souvenir", "PostCard", fair logo and space for address and message. "American Colortype Co.,
N.Y.". Size: 5 1/2" wide ... Condition: Fine with corner damage on all 4 corners.
Estimate: $ 4 - $ 6

$1

$1

$1

$1

$1

$1

$1

$1

Lot # 223 - Multicolored Postcard of "Lord Cornwallis at Yorktown." picturing a bunch of Red
Coats on horseback with houses in the background. On the back marked: "1607 - Jamestown
Exposition - 1907", "Official Souvenir", "PostCard", fair logo and space for address and message.
Marked on front bottom right in small letters: "American ... Condition: Extremely Fine with slight
edge damage.
Estimate: $ 5 - $ 8

$1

Lot # 224 - Multicolored Postcard of "Washington at Yorktown." picturing Washington on his horse.
On the back marked: "1607 - Jamestown Exposition - 1907", "Official Souvenir", "PostCard", fair
logo and space for address and message. Size: 3 1/2" wide by 5 1/2" high. Condition: Very Fine with
tiny brown spot.
Estimate: $ 5 - $ 8

$1

Lot # 225 - Multicolored Postcard of "Kentucky State Building. Jamestown Exposition, 1907".
Picturing a log fort (the building) and the Kentucky state logo in upper left hand corner. On the back
marked: "1607 - Jamestown Exposition - 1907", "Official Souvenir", "PostCard", fair logo and space
for address and message. American Colortype Co., Condition: Very Fine with tiny brown spot and
corner damage.
Estimate: $ 5 - $ 8

$1

Lot # 226 - Multicolored Postcard of "Mines and Metallurgy Building. Jamestown Exposition,
1907". Picturing the building with bushes and people in the foreground. On the back marked: "1607 Jamestown Exposition - 1907", "Official Souvenir", "PostCard", fair logo and space for address and
message. American Colortype Co., N.Y Condition: Fine; the back is browned Estimate: $ 4 - $ 6

$1

Lot # 227 - Multicolored Postcard of "Auditorium. Jamestown Exposition, 1907". Picturing the
building with fountain and bushes in the foreground. On the back marked: "1607 - Jamestown
Exposition - 1907", "Official Souvenir", "PostCard", fair logo and space for address and message.
American Colortype Co., N.Y. Size: 5 1/2" wide by 3 1/2" high. Condition: Good, there is a bend in
the lower left corner and corner damage and the back is browned
Estimate: $ 3 - $ 4
Lot # 228 - Multicolored Postcard of "Pure Food Exhibit Building. Jamestown Exposition, 1907".
Picturing the building with road in the foreground. On the back marked: "1607 - Jamestown
Exposition - 1907", "Official Souvenir", "PostCard", fair logo and space for address and message.
American Colortype Co., N.Y. Size: 5 1/2" wide by 3 1/2" ... Condition: Fine; the upper right corner
is stained and the back is browned except in the corners
Estimate: $ 4 - $ 6
Lot # 229 - Multicolored Postcard of "United States Life Saving Station. Jamestown Exposition,
1907". Picturing the building with an American Flag flying from the flagpole. On the back marked:
"1607 - Jamestown Exposition - 1907", "Official Souvenir", "PostCard", fair logo and space for
address and message. American Colortype Co., N.Y. Condition: Very Fine, back is browned
Estimate: $ 4 - $ 6
Lot # 230 - Multicolored Postcard of "Virginia Building. Jamestown Exposition, 1907". Picturing a
Plantation Style Colonial building and the Virginia state logo in upper left hand corner. On the back
marked: "1607 - Jamestown Exposition - 1907", "Official Souvenir", "PostCard", fair logo and space
for address and message. American Colortype Co., N.Y. Condition: Very Fine back is browned
except in the corners
Estimate: $ 4 - $ 6
Lot # 231 - Multicolored Postcard of "North Carolina State Building. Jamestown Exposition, 1907".
Picturing the building and the North Carolina state logo in upper left hand corner. On the back
marked: "1607 - Jamestown Exposition - 1907", "Official Souvenir", "PostCard", fair logo and space
for address and message. American Colortype Co., N.Y. Condition: Very Fine; the back is browned
Estimate: $ 4 - $ 6
Lot # 232 - Multicolored Postcard of "Delaware State Building. Jamestown Exposition, 1907".
Picturing the building and the Delaware state logo in upper left hand corner. On the back marked:
"1607 - Jamestown Exposition - 1907", "Official Souvenir", "PostCard", fair logo and space for
address and message. American Colortype Co., N.Y. Condition: Very Fine; the back is browned
except in the corners

$1

$1

$1

$1

$1

$1

Estimate: $ 4 - $ 6
Lot # 233 - Multicolored Postcard of "Cape Henry Lighthouse, Norfolk, Va." and "At Jamestown
Exposition.". Picturing 2 lighthouses on the shore. In small writing at the left bottom "A-7 illustrated
Post Card Co., N.Y." Size: 5 7/16" wide by 3 7/16" high. Condition: Very Good because there are
many scratches in the sky.
Estimate: $ 3 - $ 5

$1

Category: 1909 Hudson Fulton Celebration (234 to 236)
Commemorating the 300th anniversary of the discovery of the Hudson River by Henry Hudson and the 100th anniversary of the first
successful application of steam navigation upon that river by Robert Fulton, the Hudson-Fulton Celebration occurred during 1909 all
along the Hudson River.

Picture

Description

Minimum
Bid

Lot # 234 - Souvenir Badge, Heart shaped medal hanging from a enameled bar. The top portion says
‘Souvenir’ done in red, white and blue. The front of the heart says ‘Hudson Fulton Celebration New
York 1909.’ There are profiles of two men (Hudson & Fulton) and two sailing vessels. Under one is
1609 and the other 1807. The back says “Schwaab S&S Co. Milwaukee”
Size: 1 3/4" high by 1 1/8" wide.
Condition: Excellent.
Estimate: $ 25 - $ 35

$ 12

Lot # 235 - Postcard with multicolor picture of Henry Hudson with his boat in the upper right hand
corner. Size: 3 7/16" wide by 5 5/16" high. Condition: Very Fine with slight corner damage and
some spotting on the back.
Estimate: $ 3 - $ 5

$1

Lot # 236 - Postcard "Float - Legend of Hiawatha" Redfield Brothers, New York. 1909 Hudson
Fulton Celebration. Unused official souvenir postcard with color drawing of the float entitled
"Legend of Hiawatha." In the upper left corner is printed "Hudson-Fulton/Celebration
Commission/Official Post Card/No.5." On the reverse side, the upper left corner is the HudsonFulton ... Condition: Very Fine one corner is creased.
Estimate: $ 5 - $ 8

$1

Category: 1915 San Francisco's Panama-Pacific International Exposition (237 to 239)
Picture

Description
Lot # 237 - "Official Publication" of "The Panama Pacific International Exposition at San Francisco
1915". The book is 11 1/4”x 7 3/4”. The cover is tan and shows an aerial view of the Fair. The
picture is rimmed in red and gold. Condition: Fine, there are some stains near the edge of the cover
and on the inside page.
Estimate: $ 12 - $ 18
Lot # 238 - Postcard folder "Official Souvenir Folder No 10 Panama International Exposition San
Francisco 1915. Feb. 20th to Dec. 4th.", copyrighted 1915 by C.V.Co., made by Curt Tech & Co.,
Chicago, Ill. Eighteen accordion style colored pictures, one of which is a panoramic view of the
buildings, each labeled accordingly. Condition: Good (Outer covers showing wear and tear at the
outer edges, slight staining on the back, bottom.)
Estimate: $ 5 - $ 8

Minimum
Bid
$5

$1

Lot # 239 - Postcard "General Electric Company's Home electrical in Manufacturer's Palace",
"Panama Pacific International Exposition, San Francisco, 1915". The back has a description of all the
things electricity will do for you and a place for the address. Size: 5 1/2" wide by 3 1/2" high.
Condition: Fair, There is a crease from top to bottom with a little paper loss and pen lines on both
front and the back.
Estimate: $ 2 - $ 3

$1

Category: 1915 San Diego's Panama-California Exposition (240 to 240)
Picture

Description
Lot # 240 - Official Views San Diego Panama California Exposition Book. It is 13 1/4”x 9”. The
cover is gold. It shows a drawing of the Fair in the center in tones of green, brown and gold. Under
the picture it says ‘San Diego All the Year- 1915.’ The first page says the same as the cover and
shows a round logo of a lady pointing to a map that shows the route from San Diego through the
Panama Canal. There is an introductory about the Fair and there are 18 pages of pictures that are
both colored drawings and black and white photographs. Condition: Very Fine with some fading of
the cover and some edge damage to the covers.
Estimate: $ 15 - $ 25

Minimum
Bid

$7

Category: 1926 Sesquicentennial (241 to 246)
Held in Philadelphia to commemorate the 150th anniversary of the Declaration on Independence.

Picture

Description

Minimum
Bid

Lot # 241 - Metal Replica of Liberty Bell with "1776", "1926" on one side of the top, "150 yrs
American Independ" (sic) on the other and ""Sesqui-Centennial Phila" embosses around the base of
the bell. Size: 2 7/8" high by 2 1/2" at the widest. Condition: Very Fine with some wear. The bell
works.
Estimate: $ 15 - $ 25

$ 10

Lot # 242 - Carved Sea Shell with the following raised from the surface of the top: "1776", a liberty
bell, "!876" and "Sesqui-Centennial". Above the bell the name "May" is etched in. Size: 2 7/8" long
by 2" wide by 1 3/4" tall. Condition: Excellent.
Estimate: $ 10 - $ 20

$4

Lot # 243 - Booklet in the original envelope "Sesqui-Centennial International Exposition
Philadelphia 1926", "Official Publication", "Hand Colored". Inside has 12 pages with hand colored
pictures mounted in the center of various buildings or groups of buildings at the expo. The pages and
cover are held together with a blue tasseled string. Condition: Envelope is badly torn with some tape
repairs. Booklet: Extremely Fine with a couple of minor edge tears, the pictures are all excellent.
Estimate: $ 20 - $ 30
Lot # 244 - Postcard of " View of Pennsylvania State Building.", "Sesqui-Centennial International
Exposition, Philadelphia, PA.". The card is numbered "22". On the back "Official" and "John D.
Cardinell official photographer and publisher. Size: 5 7/16" wide by 3 9/16" high. Condition:
Extremely Fine, slight damage one corner.
Estimate: $ 4 - $ 6
Lot # 245 - Postcard of "The Boathouse and Lookout with Reflections, League Island Park.",
"Sesqui-Centennial International Exposition, Philadelphia, PA.". Numbered "14".On the back
"Official" and "John D. Cardinell official photographer and publisher. Size: 5 1/2" wide by 3 9/16"
high. Condition: Extremely Fine, slight damage one corner.
Estimate: $ 4 - $ 6

$ 10

$1

$1

Lot # 246 - Postcard "he Sesqui-Centennial International Exposition Celebrating 150 years of
American Independence. Picturing "Independence Hall" and 2 AMerican Flags. Also states
"Philadelphia Welcomes the World June 1st to Dec. 1926". On the back "Official" and "John D.
Cardinell official publisher. Size: 5 7/16" wide by 3 1/2" high. Condition: Excellent.
Estimate: $ 4 - $ 6

$1

Category: 1933-34 Chicago World's Fair (247 to 375)
Also known as a Century of Progress to celebrate the 100th anniversary of the founding of the city of Chicago.

Picture

Description
Lot # 247 - "Short Term Press Pass" to "Admit Mrs. W. R. Ewald", "to Exposition Grounds of A
Century of Progress". Also marked "1934" and numbered "10737". Has a very nice photo of her in a
hat. 4 of number tags on the side are still there. Size: 4 1/4" wide by 2 1/2" high
Condition: Very Fine is a little worn from usage.
Estimate: $ 15 - $ 25
Lot # 248 - Tie Clip with black enamel logo in center with "Chicago" at top and "1933" at bottom.
The back is marked "Swank Klip Pat No 1714540". It also has a roller on the back side which helps
to slide the clip behind your tie. This is an unusual tie clip. Condition: Extremely Fine.
Estimate: $ 15 - $ 20

Minimum
Bid
$8

$7

Lot # 249 - Irregular shaped copper planchet with image inside square with airplane sky writing
"1933 Chicago", a WF building, Chicago Skyline and "Worlds Fair" at bottom. Reverse: has 2
circles on the sides. Quite an unusual piece. Size: Apx. 3/4" diameter. Condition: Very Fine, has
slight wear and a little edge dings.
Estimate: $ 15 - $ 25

$5

Lot # 250 - Dinner Plate in Red with the image of "The First Fort Dearborn 1803" on the plate. This
piece is from "Marshall Field & Company Chicago" made "by Johnson Bros England.". Marked on
the back "A Century of Progress 1833-1933". The plate has a red serrated boarder, raised floral
design. All the markings are on the bottom of the plate. Size: 8 7/8" diameter. Condition: Extremely
Fine with some crazing
Estimate: $ 15 - $ 20

$ 10

Lot # 251 - Set of 4 Small plates with a red image of "The Chicago Court House 1865". These plates
were "Made Exclusively for Marshall Field & Company Chicago by Johnson Bros. England". In the
center of the back is written "A Century of Progress 1833-1933". The plate has a red serrated
boarder, raised floral design and a picture of the Court House in the center. Size: 6 1/4" diameter.
Condition: 1 Excellent, 1 Very Fine, 2 are Very Good (one has crazing and a chip on rim - only
noticeable from the back, and 1 has heavy crazing and some discoloration).
Estimate: $ 35 - $ 45

$ 17

Lot # 252 - Small round copper dish with etched image of "Sweden" pavilion, "1933", "A Century of
Progress". Very uncommon piece. Size: 3" diameter, rim 5/16" high. Condition: Extremely Fine.
Estimate: $ 15 - $ 20

$8

Lot # 253 - Fan shell with a sail boat in front. It says "Chicago Century of Progress 1934".
Condition: Fine, One shell in front is broken.
Estimate: $ 15 - $ 20

$8

Lot # 254 - Square dessert size cream colored ceramic plate with scalloped edges and green design of
"Fort Dearborn / A Century of Progress/ Chicago 1833-1933." Embossed decorative design around
the rim. The word "Pickard" stamped on reverse side in gold. Size: 7 1/2" square. Condition: Fine
with some wear to the green in the center and around the rim (the inner rim around the image).
Estimate: $ 8 - $ 12

$4

Lot # 255 - Enameled Lapel Pin with Star of Arcturus and "1933" inside black enamel. Size: 11/16"
wide by 7/16" high. Condition: Excellent.
Estimate: $ 10 - $ 15

$5

Lot # 256 - Unisided Medal with Star of Arcturus and "1933 A Century of Progress Chicago".
Looped as made for hanging on a chain. The back is blank. Size: 1" diameter (not including loop).
Condition: Excellent.
Estimate: $ 10 - $ 15

$5

Lot # 257 - 3 tickets, Rare printer's proof tickets with "special" overprint. The tickets are for the
"Hollywood Sound Stage", the "Lion Motordome", and the "Streets of Paris". Size: Tickets are 5
3/4" or 5 7/8" wide by 2 1/4 high. Condition: Near Mint.
Estimate: $ 20 - $ 30

$ 10

Lot # 258 - Wooden towel rack 13 3/4” long 2 3/8” wide. Burned into the wood is an Indian done in
green and red. It also says ’World’s Fair Chicago 1934’ in two different places. Condtion: Very Fine,
the printing is bold and clear, but there is wear on the edge of the rack and some yellow paint residue
on the back.
Estimate: $ 20 - $ 30

$ 10

Lot # 259 - Gold China Bowl 5 1/4” in diameter. In the center of the bowl is the fair logo. The finish
is comparable to Pickard. On the back of the bowl is the manufacturers crest and ‘Arzberg, Bavaria.’
It also says ‘Tolpin Studios Inc at A Century of Progress Chicago 1833-1933.’ Condition: Extremely
Fine, no chips or cracks.
Estimate: $ 20 - $ 30

$ 10

Lot # 260 - Ceramic Mug- 6 3/8” high. The mug is brown. The handle is the figure of a woman.
Around the mug are figures of a man and woman and two smaller individuals with turbans on either
side of a crest. One side says ‘A Century of Progress’ and the other says ‘World’s Fair 1933
Chicago.’ Condition: The nose and chin of the woman on the handle are chipped, therefore I can
only rate the piece as Very Good
Estimate: $ 10 - $ 20

$5

Lot # 261 - Black glass two handled Cup. It is 7” high. Engraved on the front is ‘World’s Fair 1934’,
embossed on the back in the shape of a heart are 2 women jumping with scarves.
Condition: Excellent
Estimate: $ 15 - $ 25

$5

Lot # 262 - Wooden bottle 6” high. The bottle is a bank with a metal cap. Burned on the bottle is
‘World’s Fair 1934’ and ‘Chicago Int.’ It also says ‘Bottle Your Dimes.’
Condition: Fine, light soiling all over (its unfinished wood, so it would be hard to clean).
Estimate: $ 15 - $ 25

$7

Lot # 263 - Small wooden spinning wheel 4 1/4” high. Around the round seat its marked ‘World’s
Fair Chicago 1934.’
Condition: Extremely Fine.
Estimate: $ 35 - $ 45

$ 15

Lot # 264 - Miniature clear glass dish, 1 5/8” diameter by 1 1/2” high. Engraved on the side is
‘World’s Fair 1934.’ Condition: Very Fine, it has an uneven rim as made.
Estimate: $ 8 - $ 12

$4

Lot # 265 - "Jack in a Box a miniature Simplix Screw Jack" in the original box. The jack is 3 1/4”
high, the base is blue and embossed on the side: ‘1934 A Century of Progress Chicago’ with the Fair
logo. The box is marked ‘Jack in the Box’ on one side, a picture of the jack with Simplix, a Simplix
Souvenir on a second side, ‘A Century of Progress Chicago’ with the Fair logo on a third side and an
explanation of its use by Boy or Dad on the fourth side. The box is rare. Condtion: Overall Fine. The
box is missing the top flaps and has missing paper on the front side, the jack has some flaking of the
blue paint.
Estimate: $ 20 - $ 30

$8

Lot # 266 - Orange Hanky- 10”x 11 3/4”. In one corner is an embroidered Colonial man and woman
dancing with ‘Chicago World’s Fair 1934’ and ‘Colonial Village’.
Condition: Extremely Fine.
Estimate: $ 12 - $ 18

$5

Lot # 267 - Green Hanky- 8 1/2”x 8 1/2”. One corner shows a red flower with World’s Fair 1933
below it.
Condition: Very Fine with light soiling.
Estimate: $ 8 - $ 10

$3

Lot # 268 - Box of Souvenir Books from the American Bible Society. It consists of 11 books of the
Bible in its original box. The cover of the box is marked ‘A Century of Progress, the American Bible
Society’ and lists its agencies. The back of each book is printed with the same ... Condition: Box is
fine with a little paper loss, the books are excellent.
Estimate: $ 15 - $ 25
Lot # 269 - "Travelscope 3rd Dimension" and "Natural Vision Photographs". This comes in a
mailing box. The 3D travel scope is green and comes with 16 stereo cards (not Fair related). On the
side the box says ‘A Century of Progress- Chicago- 1934’ and ‘Official Photographers Kaufmann
and Fabry Co. Chicago, Illinois.’ The box has a wonderful graphic look. Size: Box is 5 1/2" wide by
3" deep by 1/1/4" thick.
Condition: Box is rough with edge damage and paper loss, Viewer has some flaking.
Estimate: $ 35 - $ 45
Lot # 270 - 20 Books of Matches in the original box. They contain "official views" of the "Chicago
World’s Fair Series". The box also says ‘copyright 1932 by a Century of Progress.’ The box has a
deco design on the corners and sides. Size: 6 3/8" wide by 2" high by 1 5/16" deep. Condtion:
Extremely Fine, unused matches and still has some original plastic wrapper.
Estimate: $ 35 - $ 45

$7

$ 15

$ 14

Lot # 271 - "World’s Fair Wonder Block". This wood set of blocks is in the original box which is in
poor condition. "Blix America’s Greatest Toy’ Enchanted Island 1934". Another side of the box
shows directions to make pieces of furniture, another side tells about the wood and trees it comes
from. The bottom of the box says ‘World’s Fair Chicago, Ill. 1934.’. Size: 2 5/8" by 2 5/8" by 5" tall.
Condition: Box is poor with the top missing and tape on it. Blocks are Fair with glue repair on at
least one piece. (The blocks are taped together so they don't fall apart and I did not untape them to
examine all of them)
Estimate: $ 10 - $ 15

$4

Lot # 272 - Small Bottle of Whiskey, "Bottled at A Century of Progress, Chicago 1934". Unopened
1/10 pint bottle of Canadian Club Whiskey including original box; bottle is empty, but seal is
unbroken" Size: 4" x 2.5" x 1" Condition: "Very good - some wear, mainly to box"
Estimate: $ 25 - $ 35

$ 12

Lot # 273 - Small Bottle of Whiskey, "Bottled at A Century of Progress, Chicago 1934". Empty 1/10
pint bottle of Stoddard's Scotch Whiskey including original box" Size: 4" x 2.5" x 1" Condition:
Good - box is rough and yellowing; top flap repaired with tape
Estimate: $ 15 - $ 20

$7

Lot # 274 - "A Century of Progress" Framed certificate of appreciation for Earl Marvin as Expo staff
in 1933. Size: 7.5" x 11.5" Condition: Good - Yellowing and slight water staining at top; film on
glass
Estimate: $ 35 - $ 50

$ 16

Lot # 275 - Small lapel Pin, Silver colored with light green enamel around Star of Arcturus, the 1933
logo Size: 1/2" x 3/4" Condition: Excellent
Estimate: $ 12 - $ 18

$6

Lot # 276 - Small card "certificate of attendance" for "Closing Day, October 31, 1934"; show scene
of people in gondola in foreground and fountain in the background. Size: 3" x 5.25"
Condition: Excellent - minimal wear.
Estimate: $ 8 - $ 12
Lot # 277 - Handbill advertisement for the Lakeside Hotel, 1322 East 47th Street "Near the Lake and
Walking Distance to Fair Grounds"; made of orange cardstock w/black type Size: 3.5" x 6.25"
Condition: Excellent.
Estimate: $ 6 - $ 10
Lot # 278 - Handbill advertisement for the Raabe Apartments, 1213 East 62nd Street "10 Minutes to
the FAIR Entrance"; made of orange cardstock w/black type Size: 3.5" x 5.5" Condition: Excellent.
Estimate: $ 6 - $ 10

$4

$3

$2

Lot # 279 - Fold-out advertising pamphlet for the "Seeing Chicago and A Century of Progress" tours
operated by the Chicago Sight-Seeing Company; includes details about each tour of Chicago Size: 9"
x 4" Condition: Very good - some wear, mainly along the folds; slightly yellowed.
Estimate: $ 5 - $ 8

$2

Lot # 280 - Booklet "Things you don't want to forget about Chrysler at the Century of Progress
Exposition"; 24 p. w/information about the Chrysler exhibit and Chrysler cars Size: 4.5" x 6"
Condition: Very good - minor wear.
Estimate: $ 8 - $ 12

$3

Lot # 281 - 2 pg. pamphlet about the uses of porcelain distributed in conjunction with the ArmcoFerro Porcelain Enameled House by Ferro Enamel Corporation Size: 6.25" x 3.25" Condition:
Excellent.
Estimate: $ 6 - $ 8

$2

Lot # 282 - Tri-fold/fold-out brochure "Guide to the Fair Chicago 1934" produced by Ford Motor
Company; includes map of Chicago and Fair grounds; on the inside is an advertisement for
Greenfield Village and tours of the Ford plant including numerous black and white photos Size: 9" x
4" Condition: Good - some wear, especially along the folds.
Estimate: $ 6 - $ 10

$3

Lot # 283 - 4 page pull-out type advertisement for Ford; front page has sepia tone photos of the Fair
bldgs.; inside and on back cover are ads for Ford cars Size: 15" x 10" Condition: Good - folded once
horizontally and once vertically w/wear along the folds; paper is yellowed.
Estimate: $ 5 - $ 8

$2

Lot # 284 - Booklet "Ford at the Fair"; 24 p.; souvenir of the Ford bldg and includes description of
exhibit areas along with b&w photos; map of bldg in center Size: 5.25" x 7.75" Condition: Very
good - minor wear; light brown patch along spine on back cover.
Estimate: $ 12 - $ 18

$5

Lot # 285 - Fold-out booklet "Building the 1934 Chevrolet with Body by Fisher At The Fair"; 2
pages that fold open; includes diagram of assembly line, with b&w photos of assembly process and
short descriptions of each step; back cover has ad for car Size: 7" x 10" Condition: Very good - some
yellowing; minor wear and creases.
Estimate: $ 8 - $ 12

$3

Lot # 286 - Pamphlet, "Masonite", "A souvenir of the 1934 World’s Fair". A home was built of
masonite boards on the Fairgrounds as well as in many of the other buildings. The cover shows the
Masonite home. Size: 4" wide by 6 1/4" high and 12 pages.
Condition: Very Fine with some spine wear.
Estimate: $ 5 - $ 8

$2

Lot # 287 - Pamphlet, "Durkee Famous Foods Recipes" Durkee exhibited in the Agricultural
Building. The cover of the pamphlet shows an overview of the Fairgrounds and some of the Durkee
products. 14 pages. Size: 6" wide by 4 3/8" high.
Condition: Very Fine with a couple of small spots on the cover.
Estimate: $ 5 - $ 8

$2

Lot # 288 - Booklet entitled ‘Cleanliness thru the ages presented by Old Dutch Cleanser.’ The cover
is white with a logo in red, black, and white. On the back cover is the Old Dutch Cleanser girl. The
first page of the booklet has the Fair logo in green and white. 31 pages.
Size: 5 7/8" wide by 8 7/8" high.
Condition: Extremely Fine.
Estimate: $ 6 - $ 10

$2

Lot # 289 - Booklet, "Souvenir of a Century of Progress International Exposition", "1933". The back
and front covers are multi-colored with a background resembling a rainbow. The front cover has a
drawing of the Hall of Science and the back cover is an aerial view of the Fair. The 30 pages contain
colored drawings of Fair buildings and prominent buildings in Chicago. Size: 8 1/4" wide by 6" high.
Condition: Extremely Fine.
Estimate: $ 15 - $ 20
Lot # 290 - Booklet, "Chicago and A Century of Progress 1833-1933". Color cover has a turquoise
and white drawing of the skyline of Chicago and Ft. Dearborn in orange and black. Published by
Conine and Millner. Photos (in brown tone in a special photo-lithographic process) from the Fair and
buildings throughout Chicago. 40+ Size: 9" wide by 6" high. Condition: Extremely Fine.
Estimate: $ 12 - $ 18

$5

$5

Lot # 291 - Book, "Official Book of the Fair". The book cost 25 cents and in 6”x 9 1/2”. The cover
shows an aerial view of the Fair with spotlights going into the sky. The bottom of the cover says ’A
Century of Progress International Exposition Chicago 1933.’ There are 104 pages. Inside the front
cover is a diagram of the Fairgrounds in color. The rest of the book is black and white. This is a
second edition. A Table of Contents lists the various chapters.
Condition: Extremely Fine.
Estimate: $ 15 - $ 25

$5

Lot # 292 - Triangular brass bookmark with small clip at top to mark place; matte design on a shiny
background; flowers on clip w/"Horiculture Building" around it; mill, tulip and "Chicago" in center;
on original red cardboard backing w/ partial view of bldgs and "Greetings From/A Century of
Progress/Chicago 1934" The original card is uncommon. Size: 5" x 4"
Condition: Very good - some fading and wear of cardboard; otherwise excellent.
Estimate: $ 15 - $ 25

$7

Lot # 293 - "A&P Carnival Program"; 14 p. booklet about the carnival including black and white
photographs Size: 10" x 7" Condition: Very good - minor wear.
Estimate: $ 12 - $ 18

$5

Lot # 294 - Unused subscription blank for the "Official World's Fair Weekly" magazine;
advertisement for the magazine on the reverse side Size: 3.75" x 8.5" Condition: Excellent.
Estimate: $ 3 - $ 5
Lot # 295 - Single page typed letter from the New York, Chicago at St. Louis Railroad Co business
envelope Condition: Very good - letter creased; some yellowing; small tears in envelope.
Estimate: $ 6 - $ 10

$1
$2

Lot # 296 - Sheet of letterhead with Star of Arcturus 1933 logo at top and at bottom "Written on the
Underwood Typewriter"; typed at top "William M. Chase, 794 Ridgeway Avenue Roch xgdf, New
York" [sic] Size: 8.5" x 11" Condition: Very good - folded horizontally 3 times; slight wear and
yellowing.
Estimate: $ 5 - $ 8

$2

Lot # 297 - Deck of 52 playing cards with Star of Arcturus 1934 logo in pink, purple and yellow on
front of each card; on the reverse of each card is a different b&w scene of the Fair; also includes
extra card with the rules for Contract Bridge Scoring on it, in original box with view of front of the
cards on top Size: 3.75" x 2.5" x .75"
Condition: Excellent - minor wear to box; cards in mint condition.
Estimate: $ 15 - $ 25

$8

Lot # 298 - Official 1934 deck of 52 playing cards with view down the Avenue of Flags done in
yellow, red and green; on the reverse of each card is a different b&w scene of the Fair, photos by
Kaufman-Fabry; also includes joker and index to scene each card; in original box with view of front
of the cards on top Size: 3.75" x 2.5" x .75"
Condition: Excellent - very minor wear to box; cards in mint condition.
Estimate: $ 20 - $ 30

$ 10

Lot # 299 - Deck of 52 playing cards with modified Star of Arcturus logo (globe in center) done in
orange on black background on front; on the reverse of each card is a different b&w scene of the
Fair; also includes joker, card with rules for Contract Bridge Scoring, and ad for Western Playing
Card Co.; in original box with view of front of the cards on top; 1933 Size: 3.75" x 2.5" x .75"
Condition: Very good - some wear to the box with circular area in upper right corner loose; cards in
mint condition.
Estimate: $ 15 - $ 25

$7

Lot # 300 - "Shell Metropolitan Map", fold-out of the Fair; stamp with Travel Bureau on front Size:
18" x 19" Condition: Very good - wear on folds; shrink wrapped.
Estimate: $ 6 - $ 10

$3

Lot # 301 - Souvenir menu from the Old Heidelberg Inn on the Fair grounds, 1934; die-cut beer stein
shape Size: 13" x 5.5" Condition: Good - top is bent.
Estimate: $ 8 - $ 12

$4

Lot # 302 - Triangular brass bookmark with small clip at top to mark place; gold design on a blue
background; flowers on clip w/"Horticulture Building" around it; mill, tulip and "Chicago" in center;
on original cardboard backing with Federal bldg in pink and gray in lower right corner and
"Greetings From Chicago World's Fair 1934" Size: 5" x 4"
Condition: Excellent - light wear.
Estimate: $ 15 - $ 25

$8

Lot # 303 - Booklet "The Story of Old Fort Dearborn and its Connection with A Century of
Progress"; 24 pg. History of Fort Dearborn w/b&w photos of important persons Size: 8" x 5.5"
Condition: Very good - some wear; vertical crease in covers.
Estimate: $ 8 - $ 12

$3

Lot # 304 - Fold-out advertising pamphlet for the "The Frigidaire Air Conditioned House"; w/map of
each floor, photos and short description of advantages of air conditioning in each room; 1934
Size: 8.5" x 3.75"
Condition: Very good - minor wear, mainly along the folds; slightly yellowed.
Estimate: $ 5 - $ 8

$1

Lot # 305 - Unused, complete raffle ticket for the Chevrolet Master Six Coach car, given away each
week at the General Motors exhibit; comprised of two pieces - one for entry and a stub to be
retained; on reverse side is ad for Chevrolet cars with price list
Size: 8.5" x 3.5"
Condition: Excellent - very slight fading.
Estimate: $ 5 - $ 10

$2

Lot # 306 - Single ticket stub #A 71232 for Century of Progress, 1934 Size: 2.25" x 3.5" Condition:
Very good - minimal wear from where it was torn.
Estimate: $ 3 - $ 5

$1

Lot # 307 - Booklet "How Firestone High Speed Tires Are Made;" about 1/2 of 32 p. booklet shows
the processes highlighted in the Fair's Firestone Factory & Exhibition bldg., including numerous
photos; 1934 Size: 8" x 5" Condition: Very good - some minor wear and yellowing.
Estimate: $ 8 - $ 12

$4

Lot # 308 - Booklet "Durkee Famous Food Recipes" w/World's Fair theme recipes using Durkee
products; 18 p. Size: 5.5" x 4.75" Condition: Excellent.
Estimate: $ 4 - $ 6

$1

Lot # 309 - Tri-fold brochure about the "New World's Fair Art Exhibition for 1934" at the Art
Institute of Chicago; includes photographs of many works in the center and information about
visiting; on pink paper
Size: 9" x 4"
Condition: Good - minor wear mainly along the edges; fading to pink color of paper.
Estimate: $ 2 - $ 4

$1

Lot # 310 - Tri-fold brochure about the "Official Century of Progress Exhibition of the Fine Arts"
(1933?) at the Art Institute of Chicago; includes photographs of many works in the center and
information about visiting
Size: 9" x 4"
Condition: Very good - minor wear mainly along the edges; small areas of ink underlining and other
marks.
Estimate: $ 2 - $ 4

$1

Lot # 311 - Handbill advertisement for the Lake Dorchester Hotel, 5009 Dorchester Ave. "12 Blocks
to the World's Fair" and includes "World's Fair Visitors Rooms"; made of yellow cardstock w/black
type; handwritten change to price of double room (from $2 to $1.50) Size: 3.5" x 5.5" Condition:
Very good - vertical crease through center.
Estimate: $ 4 - $ 6

$2

Lot # 312 - Brass Matchbook Holder, with raised "1933", Star of Arcturus and "A Century of
Progress". The back is blank. Size: 1 1/8" wide by 1 5/8" high by 1/2" thick. Condition: Fair, the
bottom 1/3 is discolored.
Estimate: $ 3 - $ 5

$1

Lot # 313 - Small bowl in Blue with the image of "Art Institute Chicago" in the bowl. This piece is
from "Marshall Field & Company Chicago" made "by Johnson Bros England.” Marked on the back
"A Century of Progress 1833-1933". The bowl has a blue serrated boarder. All the markings are on
the bottom of the bowl. Size: 5 1/4" diameter.
Condition: Poor, has a hairline which is brown and a chip under rim.
Estimate: $ 2 - $ 4

$1

Lot # 314 - Bracelet with decal of (Museum) "of Science", "Chicago 1933" decorated with engraved
Tee Pees and Indians. The decal also has "Century of Progress" written on it, but it damaged and
hard to read. Size: 2 1/4" at the widest and the bracelet is 15/16" thick. Condition: Fair because the
decal is badly damaged.
Estimate: $ 4 - $ 6

$1

Lot # 315 - Used vertical b&w postcard #62E "Hall of Science Tower" w/message about Science
bldg on back; green 1cent Fort Dearborn stamp; dated 10/18/1933; by Arena Photo Post Card Co.
Size: 5.5" x 3.5" Condition: Very good - minor wear; slightly yellowed.
Estimate: $ 3 - $ 5

$1

Lot # 316 - Unused b&w postcard "Greetings from Chicago 1933" w/Hall of Science, Court of
Honor, center and swimsuit girl at right; Arena Photo Post Card Co. Size: 3.5" x 5.5" Condition:
Excellent - slightly yellowed.
Estimate: $ 3 - $ 5

$1

Lot # 317 - Unused b&w postcard "Regards Chicago 1933" w/General Motors Bldg left and
swimsuit girl at right; by Arena Photo Post Card Co. Size: 3.5" x 5.5" Condition: Excellent - slightly
yellowed.
Estimate: $ 3 - $ 5

$1

Lot # 318 - Unused colored postcard #WF.7 "Travel Building, Chicago World's Fair" w/description
of bldg on reverse side; by C.T. Art Colortone Size: 3.5" x 5.5" Condition: Excellent.
Estimate: $ 3 - $ 5

$1

Lot # 319 - Unused colored postcard #508 "The A & P Carnival" w/description of attraction on
reverse side Size: 3.5" x 5.5" Condition: Excellent.
Estimate: $ 3 - $ 5

$1

Lot # 320 - Unused colored postcard #507 "The General Exhibits Group" w/description of bldgs on
reverse side; by Area Photo Post Card Co. Size: 3.5" x 5.5" Condition: Excellent - slightly yellowed.
Estimate: $ 3 - $ 5

$1

Lot # 321 - Unused colored postcard #WF.1 "Administration Building, Chicago World's Fair"
w/description of bldg on reverse side; by C.T. Art Colortone Size: 3.5" x 5.5" Condition: Excellent.
Estimate: $ 3 - $ 5

$1

Lot # 322 - Unused colored postcard #WF.3 "Interior View, Fort Dearborn, Chicago World's Fair"
w/description of bldg on reverse side; by C.T. Art Colortone Size: 3.5" x 5.5" Condition: Excellent slightly yellowed.
Estimate: $ 3 - $ 5

$1

Lot # 323 - Unused vertical colored postcard #WF.11 "Hall of Science, Chicago World's Fair"
showing the bldg @ night; description of reverse side; by C.T. Art Colortone Size: 5.5" x 3.5"
Condition: Excellent.
Estimate: $ 3 - $ 5

$1

Lot # 324 - Used vertical colored postcard #WF.17 "Hall of Science, Chicago World's Fair"
w/description of bldg on reverse side; message about fair and green 1 cent Ft. Dearborn stamp on
reverse; by C.T. Art Colortone Size: 5.5" x 3.5" Condition: Excellent.
Estimate: $ 3 - $ 5

$1

Lot # 325 - Unused colored postcard #WF.22 "Three Fluted Towers Around Dome of Federal
Building, Chicago World's Fair" w/description on reverse side; by C.T. Art Colortone Size: 3.5" x
5.5" Condition: Excellent - slightly yellowed.
Estimate: $ 3 - $ 5

$1

Lot # 326 - Unused colored postcard #WF.21 "Hall of States and Federal Buildings, Chicago World's
Fair," shows overhead view; description of scene on reverse; by C.T. Art Colortone Size: 3.5" x 5.5"
Condition: Excellent - slightly yellowed.
Estimate: $ 3 - $ 5

$1

Lot # 327 - Used color postcard #WF.26 "Beautiful Federal Buildings at Night, Chicago World's
Fair" w/glow of light behind the building; description on reverse side; message and green 1 cent Ft.
Dearborn stamp on reverse; by C.T. Art Colortone Size: 3.5" x 5.5" Condition: Very good - slight
brown stain on right edge of back.
Estimate: $ 3 - $ 5

$1

Lot # 328 - Unused vertical colored postcard #WF.31 "Admiral Byrd's Polar Ship, "The City of New
York"" Size: 5.5" x 3.5" Condition: Excellent - slightly yellowed.
Estimate: $ 3 - $ 5

$1

Lot # 329 - Unused colored postcard #WF.33 "Oriental Village, Chicago World's Fair" showing
exterior of bldgs w/blimp overhead; description on reverse side; by C.T. Art Colortone Size: 3.5" x
5.5" Condition: Excellent.
Estimate: $ 3 - $ 5

$1

Lot # 330 - Unused colored postcard #WF.34 "Agricultural Building, Chicago World's Fair"
w/description on reverse side; by C.T. Art Colortone Size: 3.5" x 5.5" Condition: Excellent.
Estimate: $ 3 - $ 5

$1

Lot # 331 - Unused colored postcard #WF.38 "General Exhibits Group, Chicago World's Fair"
showing scene of walkway w/bldg on left and people in foreground; description on reverse side; by
C.T. Art Colortone Size: 3.5" x 5.5" Condition: Excellent - slightly yellowed.
Estimate: $ 3 - $ 5

$1

Lot # 332 - Unused colored postcard #WF.39 "Old Heidelberg, Chicago World's Fair" showing scene
of bldg w/cars and people in front; description on reverse side; by C.T. Art Colortone Size: 3.5" x
5.5" Condition: Excellent - slightly yellowed.
Estimate: $ 3 - $ 5

$1

Lot # 333 - Unused vertical colored postcard #WF.43 "Fireworks Display Over Lagoon, Chicago
World's Fair" w/description on reverse side; by C.T. Art Colortone Size: 5.5" x 3.5" Condition:
Excellent.
Estimate: $ 3 - $ 5

$1

Lot # 334 - Unused colored postcard #WF.44 "Night View Showing Hall of Science and Northerly
Island, Chicago World's Fair" w/description on reverse side; by C.T. Art Colortone Size: 3.5" x 5.5"
Condition: Excellent - slightly yellowed.
Estimate: $ 3 - $ 5

$1

Lot # 335 - Unused black and white postcard #30 "Italian Building/A Century of Progress"; by
Western Photogravure Co. Size: 3.5" x 5.5" Condition: Excellent.
Estimate: $ 3 - $ 5

$1

Lot # 336 - Unused black and white postcard #65 "23rd Street Concourse/A Century of Progress"
showing "Paris" building and Baby Incubators in the background with visitors in the foreground; by
Western Photogravure Co. Size: 3.5" x 5.5" Condition: Excellent.
Estimate: $ 3 - $ 5

$1

Lot # 337 - Unused black and white photo postcard "Administration Building/A Century of ProgressWorld's Fair-Chicago"; by The Process Photo Studios Size: 3.5" x 5.5" Condition: Very good - slight
wear to edges; some yellowing; slight curve at top and bottom.
Estimate: $ 3 - $ 5

$1

Lot # 338 - Unused black and white photo postcard "Electrical Building-Century of Progress,
Chicago"; by The Process Photo Studios Size: 3.5" x 5.5" Condition: Good - slight wear to edges;
crease in lower right corner; some yellowing; slight curve at top and bottom.
Estimate: $ 3 - $ 5

$1

Lot # 339 - Unused colored photo postcard #322 "General Exhibits Group, Chicago World's Fair"
showing overhead view; description on reverse side; by Gerson Bros. Size: 3.5" x 5.5" Condition:
Excellent.
Estimate: $ 3 - $ 5

$1

Lot # 340 - Unused black and white photo postcard "Sky Ride and the Hall of Science/Chicago
World's Fair 1933"; by The Process Photo Studios Size: 3.5" x 5.5" Condition: Very good - slight
wear to edges; some yellowing; slight curve at top and bottom.
Estimate: $ 3 - $ 5

$1

Lot # 341 - Used colored photo postcard #X-171 "Electrical Group"; dated 1934; description on
reverse side; meesage about Fair and green 1 cent Ft. Dearborn postage stamp; by American
Colortype Co. Size: 3.5" x 5.5" Condition: Excellent.
Estimate: $ 3 - $ 5

$1

Lot # 342 - Unused colored postcard #36A2 "Fort Dearborn, Chicago World's Fair"; description on
reverse side; "C.T. Art Colortype" Size: 3.5" x 5.5" Condition: Excellent.
Estimate: $ 3 - $ 5

$1

Lot # 343 - Unused vertical colored postcard #36A11 "Hall of Science, Chicago World's Fair";
description on reverse side; "C.T. Art Colortype" Size: 5.5" x 3.5" Condition: Excellent.
Estimate: $ 3 - $ 5

$1

Lot # 344 - Used colored postcard #36A19 "Old Heidelberg, Chicago World's Fair"; description on
reverse side; message about Fair; "C.T. Art Colortype" Size: 3.5" x 5.5" Condition: Very good black postal lines on front; slight yellowing.
Estimate: $ 3 - $ 5

$1

Lot # 345 - Used colored postcard #36A40 "Italian Village, Chicago World's Fair"; Kaufmann-Fabry
Photo; description on reverse side; message about Fair and WF cancellation; "C.T. Art Colortone"
Size: 3.5" x 5.5" Condition: Excellent - slightly yellowed and minor wear to edges.
Estimate: $ 3 - $ 5

$1

Lot # 346 - Used colored postcard #36A23 "Ford Exposition Building, Chicago World's Fair";
Kaufmann-Fabry Photo; description on reverse side; message about Fair; WF cancellation and green
1 cent Ft. Dearborn postage stamp; "C.T. Art Colortone" Size: 3.5" x 5.5" Condition: Excellent.
Estimate: $ 3 - $ 5

$1

Lot # 347 - Unused colored postcard #36A17 "Intra-Mural Bus with Hall of Science in Background,
Chicago World's Fair" showing people exiting bus in the foreground; description on reverse side;
"C.T. Art Colortone" Size: 3.5" x 5.5" Condition: Excellent - slight wear on reverse side.
Estimate: $ 3 - $ 5

$1

Lot # 348 - Unused colored postcard #36A3 "Looking South Over the World's Fair
Grounds/Showing the General Exhibits Group in the Foreground"; description on reverse side; "C.T.
Art Colortype" Size: 3.5" x 5.5" Condition: Excellent.
Estimate: $ 3 - $ 5

$1

Lot # 349 - Used colored vertical photo postcard #X-175 "Texaco's Giant Thermometer"; dated
1934; description on reverse side; message about Fair; made by American Colortype for Max Rigot
Selling Agency Size: 5.5" x 3.5" Condition: Fair - several creases; pieces of writing missing;
yellowed.
Estimate: $ 3 - $ 5

$1

Lot # 350 - Unused colored photo postcard #584 "Swedish Pavilion, Chicago World's Fair"; by
Gerson Bros. Size: 3.5" x 5.5" Condition: Excellent.
Estimate: $ 3 - $ 5

$1

Lot # 351 - Unused colored photo postcard #582 "The English Village, Chicago World's Fair"
showing an overhead view; by Gerson Bros. Size: 3.5" x 5.5" Condition: Very good - uneven cut.
Estimate: $ 3 - $ 5

$1

Lot # 352 - Unused black and white photo postcard "Electrical Building/Chicago World's Fair 1933"
showing scene looking across the water; by The Process Photo Studios Size: 3.5" x 5.5" Condition:
Very good - slight wear to edges; crease in lower left corner; some yellowing; slight curve.
Estimate: $ 3 - $ 5

$1

Lot # 353 - Unused black and white photo postcard "Chrysler Motors Building/Chicago World's
Fair"; by The Process Photo Studios Size: 3.5" x 5.5" Condition: Very good - slight wear to edges;
some yellowing; slight curve at top and bottom.
Estimate: $ 3 - $ 5

$1

Lot # 354 - Unused black and white vertical postcard #28 "West Entrance/Hall of Science/A Century
of Progress"; by Western Photogravure Co. Size: 5.5" x 3.5" Condition: Excellent.
Estimate: $ 3 - $ 5

$1

Lot # 355 - Unused black and white vertical postcard #39 "Sear's Roebuck Building/A Century of
Progress"; by Western Photogravure Co. Size: 5.5" x 3.5" Condition: Excellent.
Estimate: $ 3 - $ 5

$1

Lot # 356 - Used vertical colored postcard #WF.47 "Streets of Paris, Chicago World's Fair";
description on reverse side; message about fair on reverse side; WF cancellation and green 1 cent Ft.
Dearborn stamp; by C.T. Art Colortone Size: 5.5" x 3.5" Condition: Very good - yellowed w/light
stain on reverse side bottom.
Estimate: $ 3 - $ 5

$1

Lot # 357 - Unused vertical colored postcard #WF.42 "Rocket Cars Crossing Lagoon, Chicago
World's Fair" showing close-up of Sky Ride cars at night; description on reverse side; message about
Fair on reverse side; by C.T. Art Colortone Size: 5.5" x 3.5" Condition: Excellent - slightly
yellowed.
Estimate: $ 3 - $ 5

$1

Lot # 358 - Unused colored postcard #WF.40 "Illinois Host House, Chicago World's Fair" showing
bldg in background and people in foreground; description on reverse side; by C.T. Art Colortone
Size: 3.5" x 5.5" Condition: Excellent.
Estimate: $ 3 - $ 5

$1

Lot # 359 - Unused colored postcard #WF.41 "Night View of World's Fair Grounds From
Observation Platform of Sky Ride" w/description on reverse side; by C.T. Art Colortone Size: 3.5" x
5.5" Condition: Excellent - slightly yellowed.
Estimate: $ 3 - $ 5

$1

Lot # 360 - Used vertical colored postcard # WF.35 "Giant Thermometer, Chicago World's Fair"
w/description on reverse side; message about Fair and green 1 cent Ft. Dearborn stamp; by C.T. Art
Colortone Size: 5.5" x 3.5" Condition: Very good - black ink lines on front; yellowed.
Estimate: $ 3 - $ 5

$1

Lot # 361 - Used colored postcard #WF.37 "Panoramic View of the Century of Progress, World's
Fair 1933: showing bird's eye view; message about Fair; by C.T. Art Colortone Size: 3.5" x 5.5"
Condition: Good - spotty yellowing on reverse side; stamp mostly removed.
Estimate: $ 3 - $ 5

$1

Lot # 362 - Unused vertical colored postcard #WF.32 "Interior of the Golden Pavilion of Jehol"
w/description on reverse side; by C.T. Art Colortone Size: 5.5" x 3.5" Condition: Excellent.
Estimate: $ 3 - $ 5

$1

Lot # 363 - Unused colored postcard #WF.29 "Interior Court of Hall of Science by Night, Chicago
World's Fair" showing scene w/water and boats in the foreground; description on reverse side; by
C.T. Art Colortone Size: 3.5" x 5.5" Condition: Excellent - slightly yellowed.
Estimate: $ 3 - $ 5

$1

Lot # 364 - Unused colored postcard #WF.23 "Enchanted Island, A Playground for Children,
Chicago World's Fair," showing an overhead view; description on reverse side; by C.T. Art
Colortone Size: 3.5" x 5.5" Condition: Excellent.
Estimate: $ 3 - $ 5

$1

Lot # 365 - Unused colored postcard #WF.19 "A Section of the Hall of Science, Chicago World's
Fair" showing the bldg as seen from the north; description on reverse side; message, green 1 cent Ft.
Dearborn stamp and WF cancellation; by C.T. Art Colortone Condition: Excellent - slightly yellow.
Estimate: $ 3 - $ 5

$1

Lot # 366 - Used colored postcard #WF.18 "Hall of Science, Chicago World's Fair," scene w/water
and boats in the foreground; description of bldg on reverse side; unrelated message on back; green 1
cent Fort Dearborn stamp; by C.T. Art Colortone Size: 3.5" x 5.5" Condition: Good - black postal
lines on front; yellowed.
Estimate: $ 3 - $ 5

$1

Lot # 367 - Unused colored postcard #WF.16 "Sky Ride, Chicago World's Fair" w/description on
reverse side; by C.T. Art Colortone Size: 3.5" x 5.5" Condition: Excellent.
Estimate: $ 3 - $ 5

$1

Lot # 368 - Unused colored postcard #WF.8 "General Motors Building, Chicago World's Fair"
w/description of bldg on reverse side; by C.T. Art Colortone Size: 3.5" x 5.5" Condition: Excellent slightly yellowed.
Estimate: $ 3 - $ 5

$1

Lot # 369 - Unused colored postcard #WF.6 "Travel and Transport Building, Chicago World's Fair"
w/description of bldg on reverse side; by C.T. Art Colortone Size: 3.5" x 5.5" Condition: Excellent.
Estimate: $ 3 - $ 5

$1

Lot # 370 - Unused colored postcard #WF.2 "Fort Dearborn, Chicago World's Fair" w/description of
bldg on reverse side; by C.T. Art Colortone Size: 3.5" x 5.5" Condition: Excellent - slightly
yellowed.
Estimate: $ 3 - $ 5

$1

Lot # 371 - Unused colored postcard #809 "The Horticultural Building," showing scene w/water in
the foreground; description of bldg on reverse side Size: 3.5" x 5.5" Condition: Excellent.
Estimate: $ 3 - $ 5

$1

Lot # 372 - Unused colored postcard #603 "Illinois Host Building Illuminated" w/description of bldg
on reverse side Size: 3.5" x 5.5" Condition: Excellent.
Estimate: $ 3 - $ 5

$1

Lot # 373 - Unused colored postcard #808 "A Maya Temple - The Nunnery at Uxmal" w/description
of bldg on back; by Arena Photo Post Card Co. Size: 3.5" x 5.5" Condition: Excellent - slightly
yellowed.
Estimate: $ 3 - $ 5

$1

Lot # 374 - Unused b&w postcard #201A "New 700,000 Dollar Buckingham Fountain"; by Arena
Photo Post Card Co. Size: 3.5" x 5.5" Condition: Excellent - slightly yellowed.
Estimate: $ 3 - $ 5

$1

Lot # 375 - Unused b&w postcard "Love From Chicago World's Fair 1933" w/Sears, Roebuck Bldg,
right and swimsuit girl at left; by Arena Photo Post Card Co. Size: 3.5" x 5.5" Condition: Excellent slightly yellowed.
Estimate: $ 3 - $ 5

$1

Category: 1935-36 San Diego Exposition (376 to 376)
Picture

Description

Minimum
Bid

Lot # 376 - An Empty Gum Box with color view "Home of the Beech-Nut Packing Co., in the
beautiful Mohawk Valley, Canajoharie, N.Y." on the lid. The side of the box is printed "Souvenir of
the California Pacific International Exposition containing an assortment of Beech-Nut Gum and
Candy." Size: 3 1/4" x 4 1/4" x 1 1/4" Condition: Good - some wear and yellowed/discolored
Estimate: $ 15 - $ 20

$5

Category: 1939-1940 New York World's Fair (377 to 443)
With the theme of 'World of Tomorrow', this fair was the first World's Fair to look into the future instead of just displaying man's
achievements up to the current time.

Picture

Description
Lot # 377 - Blue Plate with image of (marked on back) "Hall of Production", "New York World's
Fair", "1939". The center pictures the pavilion with people in the foreground. Around the edge are 5
pictures in squares: the Trylon & Perisphere, a microscope, pliers hammer and an oil can,
micrometer and gears and pulley. This plate is also marked on the back "Abraham & Straus Inc.
Brooklyn, N.Y. 1st Edition","A&S", and "Copeland, Spode, England". Size: 10 1/2" diameter.
Condition: Excellent.
Estimate: $ 35 - $ 45
Lot # 378 - Blue Plate with image of (marked on back) "Shelter Building", "New York World's Fair",
"1939". The center pictures the pavilion with people, trees and a couple of flags. The image is signed
"Rolph Scarlett". Around the edge are 5 pictures in squares: the Trylon & Perisphere, compass teesquare and triangle, house, crane, and transom. This plate is also marked on the back "Abraham &
Straus Inc. Brooklyn, N.Y. 1st Edition","A&S", and "Copeland, Spode, England". Size: 10 1/2"
diameter. Condition: Excellent.
Estimate: $ 35 - $ 45

Minimum
Bid

$ 25

$ 25

Lot # 379 - Syrocowood ashtray 2 1/2" square. The center shows the Trylon and Perisphere and is
marked "New York World's Fair". Condition: Extremely Fine.
Estimate: $ 4 - $ 6

$2

Lot # 380 - Spinner Medal: 1 3/16" diameter brass colored coin. On the front is the Trylon and
Perisphere with clouds and stars in the background and around rim "New York World's Fair." On the
reverse side is the "Communications Bldg". Condition: Very Fine, slight wear on Perisphere and
couple of small spots on the back.
Estimate: $ 5 - $ 8

$2

Lot # 381 - Spinner Medal: bronze medal with the obverse showing the Trylon and Perisphere in
center and rays of light coming from behind it and with "In 1939/New York/World's Fair" at the top.
On the reverse side is printed "Souvenir of the 150th Anniversary/George Washington's
Inauguration" with a picture of the inauguration. There is a hole at top that looks original but
probably is not original. Size: 1 3/16" diameter. Condition: Fine has discoloration throughout and a
hole at the top. Condition: Fine has discoloration throughout and a hole at the top.
Estimate: $ 2 - $ 4

$1

Lot # 382 - Spinner Medal: gold colored medal. Obverse: Pictures the Trylon and Perisphere with
rays of light in the background and "New York/World's Fair" to the right. Around the top edge is
printed "Metropolitan Life Insurance Exhibit." On the reverse side is a tower with rays of light from
it. At top "The Light That Never Fails" and at the bottom "Metropolitan/Life Insurance/Company."
Size: 1 3/16" diameter.
Estimate: $ 4 - $ 6

$1

Lot # 383 - Elongated Penny with image of Trylon and Perisphere in the center with "New York
World's Fair" around the top rim and "The World of Tomorrow" around the bottom rim. "1939" is
also in the center" A raised border of dots creates an edge around the whole image.
Size: 1 1/2" long by 3/4" wide.
Condition: Extremely Fine with slight discoloring.
Estimate: $ 10 - $ 15

$5

Lot # 384 - Black & White Photo of the Soviet Union Pavilion from the 1939 New York World's
Fair. Size: 5 inches wide by 7 inches high. Condition: Excellent.
Estimate: $ 5 - $ 8

$3

Lot # 385 - Poster Stamp for "Denmark" "at the New York World's Fair 1939". The stamp is red with
a white Trylon & Perisphere and white Viking style boat. Perforated on 2 sides. Size: 1 1/2 inch wide
by 2 inches high. Condition: Excellent.
Estimate: $ 2 - $ 3

$1

Lot # 386 - Brass colored medal. Obverse: Trylon and Perisphere with clouds and stars in the
background and around rim "New York World's Fair." On the reverse side is the "Medicine and
Public Health Building". Size: 15/16" diameter. Condition: Good, worn and discolored.
Estimate: $ 4 - $ 6

$2

Lot # 387 - Demitasse Spoon with "New York World's Fair" in the bowl with stars around the bowl's
edge. The handle pictures the Trylon and Perispherem flags and "1939". "©NYWF" Size: 4 1/2" long
by 7/8" at the widest. Condition: Fine, has tarnish and some discoloration.
Estimate: $ 3 - $ 5

$1

Lot # 388 - Scarf, 20” by 20”. The background in black with a red border. The "Perisphere and
Trylon" are featured in the center and 2 corners. On each side it says ‘New York World’s Fair 1939.’
Throughout the scarf in multicolor are various Fair buildings. Condition: Very Fine with some very
light small spots.
Estimate: $ 15 - $ 25

$8

Lot # 389 - Hanky, 11" by 12”. With a white background, the hanky is printed in green and yellow. It
features the "Administration Building" and in the bottom corner shows the Trylon and Perisphere.
Condition: Fine with a couple of brown spots.
Estimate: $ 10 - $ 15

$4

Lot # 390 - Brown plate: "Joint Exhibit of Capitol and Labor, The American Potter - New York
World's Fair 1939" on the back. Pictures a man making a pot on the face of the plate. Size: 7 1/8"
diameter. Condition: Very Fine with a couple of small scratches.
Estimate: $ 10 - $ 15

$4

Lot # 391 - Spoon with Trylon and Perisphere in bowl with "Theme Building" underneath. Handle
has "1939" at top and "New York World's Fair" down the handle. Marked "Plymouth Silver Plate"
on the back. Size: 6" long by 1 1/4" at the widest. Condition: Extremely Fine, could use some polish
Estimate: $ 5 - $ 7

$2

Lot # 392 - Spoon. In the center of the bowl is a picture of "Georgian Section in" (at top) and ""Court
of the States Buildings" (below). Handle pictures Trylon and Perisphere at top with "1939" and
"Theme Building" underneath and "New York World's Fair" down the handle. On back is marked
"Pat. Pend. Wm Rodgers Mfg Co". "I" and "S Condition: Very Fine, could use some polish
Estimate: $ 5 - $ 7

$2

Lot # 393 - Silver-plated demitasse spoon with George Washington and stars on the handle. In the
bowl are flags and "New York World's Fair 1939". The back is marked © N.Y.W.F. National Silver
Co. (this spoon is NOT sterling). Size: 4 1/2 inches long by 15/16 inch at the widest point on the ...
Condition: Very Fine, and it has a little tarnish.
Estimate: $ 6 - $ 10

$2

Lot # 394 - Soup Spoon. Bowl has no picture. Handle pictures Trylon and Perisphere at top with
"1939" and "Theme Building" underneath and "New York World's Fair" down the handle. On back
is marked "Pat. Pend. Wm Rodgers Mfg Co". Also has "I" and "S" stamped to the right of 'Co' Size:
6 15/16" long by 1 3/4" at the widest.
Condition: Fine, overall tarnish and some wear.
Estimate: $ 8 - $ 10

$2

Lot # 395 - Enamel on brass Comb holder (no comb). One side pictures 3 buildings "Railroad Bldg."
and "communications" with blue enamel around the buildings. The other side pictures the Trylon and
Perisphere in the center with "New York World's Fair" above and "1939" below. The T&P is
surrounded by blue enamel. On the sides are orange enamel. Size: 4 1/2" wide by 1 3/16". Condition:
Fine with a little enamel loss, a spot of corrosion and some denting. Still quite attractive.
Estimate: $ 10 - $ 15

$4

Lot # 396 - Blue enamel on copper charm with picture of Trylon and Perisphere and "New York
World's Fair" around the rim and "1939" in center. Original loop for hanging on a chain. Size: 1/2"
diameter. Condition: Extremely Fine.
Estimate: $ 10 - $ 15

$4

Lot # 397 - Brass medal with loop for wearing on chain. Obverse: pictures "Marine Building".
Reverse: pictures "Communications Bldg". Size: 11/16" diameter. Condition: Fine with overall
discoloration.
Estimate: $ 8 - $ 10

$3

Lot # 398 - Bracelet with hanging enamel disc picturing a fair building on each side. The chain is a
gold color. The enamel disc is brass with "Marine Building" and a purple background on one side
and "Communications Bldg." and a beige background on the other side.
Size: Disc is 13/16" diameter and the chain is 8 1/2" long.
Condition: Extremely Fine.
Estimate: $ 15 - $ 25

$8

Lot # 399 - Small Celluloid button, "I Was There" around bottom. In the center pictures Trylon and
Perisphere with "New York World's Fair" around the top and "1939" in the center. Colors are blue
and orange on white. Size: 9/16" diameter. Condition: Very fine, blue may be slightly faded.
Estimate: $ 5 - $ 8

$2

Lot # 400 - Metal Trylon and Perisphere on wooden base marked "New York World's Fair". Size: 4
1/2" tall, base is 1 3/4" by 1 3/4". Condition: Very Fine (slight bend to Trylon).
Estimate: $ 15 - $ 25

$5

Lot # 401 - Small book style holder of fold-out color pictures. The cover is embossed metal with
Trylon and Perisphere pictured and "New York World's Fair 1939". The holder is wood with a fold
out of 12 pictures of fair buildings plus a cover with "New York 1939 World's Fair" written on it.
Size Closed: 1 1/8" wide by 1 9/16" high by 5/16" thick. Condition: Excellent.
Estimate: $ 20 - $ 30

$ 10

Lot # 402 - Square compact with metal Trylon and Perisphere in the center of a celluloid
background. The case is a brass covered metal. There is sill some powder on the inside but no
powder puff. Size: 21 3/4" square by 3/8" thick. Condition: Very Good. There is staining on the
celluloid edge, the black paint around the edge of the top is scratched and the brass case is worn and
discolored in spots.
Estimate: $ 20 - $ 30

$8

Lot # 403 - Metal Thermometer Key with Trylon and Perisphere at top with "New York World's
Fair" written around it. Size: 6 1/2" long by 1 3/4" at the widest. Condition: Poor, because the
thermometer is broken and loose.
Estimate: $ 4 - $ 6

$1

Lot # 404 - 8 Miscellaneous Match book covers. 6 are without matches, 4 without strikers. Size:
closed each are apx. 2" high by 1 1/2" wide. Condition: All are Fine or better.
Estimate: $ 5 - $ 10

$1

Lot # 405 - Small ceramic ashtray with color picture of "Trylon and Perisphere" (under picture) and
"New York World's Fair 1939" above top of picture. Marked "Japan" on back. Size: 3 1/2" wide by
3". Condition: Excellent.
Estimate: $ 10 - $ 15

$4

Lot # 406 - Brass Locket Pin with cut out Trylon and Perisphere and "New York World's Fair 1939"
written underneath. The Perisphere opens to reveal a round surface where one would place a photo.
Size: 1 3/4" wide by 1 1/2" high. Condition: Fine, there is corrosion at the bottom and other spots.
Estimate: $ 10 - $ 15

$4

Lot # 407 - Brass ashtray with glass insert. Inside the base is the Trylon and Perisphere "New York
World's Fair 1939". Around the outer edge are some decorations. Size: 3 3/8" diameter by 5/8" tall.
Condition: Very Good, there is wear and discoloration of the brass finish.
Estimate: $ 8 - $ 12

$3

Lot # 408 - Heinz Exhibit. 1939 New York World's Fair", exibitors folder. Cover pictures outside of
pavilion. Open the folder and it shows the inside of the pavilion with the 'Goddess of Perfection" on
top of the tower along with a selection of their products. A wonderful advertising flyer from one of
America's foremost food companies. Size: closed: 5" wide by 7 1/4" high, Opened: 20" wide by 14"
high.. Condition: Near Mint.
Estimate: $ 15 - $ 20

$8

Lot # 409 - Folder for "Railroads on Parade.” "See the Hit Show at the Fair!” Contains reprints of
reviews, and pictures of the show. Opens to show the map of the fairgrounds and the location of the
show with a path from the gate. The printing is in brown.
Size: closed 3 7/16" wide by 7 3/4" high; Opened: 15 3/8" wide by 10 1/4" high.
Condition: Fair, with several small edge tears, wear on the folds and a couple of creases.
Estimate: $ 2

$1

Lot # 410 - Brass match holder with engraved image of the trylon and perisphere on white
background on the front; on back embossed a profile of George Washington "150th
Anniversary/George Washington's Inauguration"; filled with unused pack of matches Size: 2" x 1.5"
Condition: Very good - scratches and some loss to the white background; almost no wear to the
finish on the exterior.
Estimate: $ 12 - $ 18

$5

Lot # 411 - Unused oversize blue matchbook w/images of 2 buildings on front (Railroad & Elect.
Products Bldgs.) and back (Hall of Pharmacy & Glass Center Building); inside cover is G.
Washington statue; on matches is trylon & perisphere and "Souvenir N.Y. World's Fair 1939";
message written in pencil inside cover .
Size: 4.25" x 3.25"
Condition: Very good - minor wear; slightly yellowed.
Estimate: $ 15 - $ 25

$5

Lot # 412 - Rectangular hand mirror with blue trylon and perisphere in lower left corner, 1939;
souvenir from the Pittsburgh Plate Glass Exhibit; in original box/mailer with place for address and
stamp on reverse side; partially erased address visible
Size: 2.75" x 3.75" x .5"
Condition: Very good - some wear and yellowing to the box; small tear in box on left side.
Estimate: $ 10 - $ 15

$5

Lot # 413 - Bronze colored metal horseshoe with the trylon and perisphere in the center; at top "New
York/World's Fair 1939"
Size: 3" x 2.25"
Condition: Good - wear to the bronze coloring, mainly through the middle of the horseshoe.
Estimate: $ 6 - $ 10

$3

Lot # 414 - Small "flip book" that creates in the allusion of motion picture by flipping through it;
two-sided; one side has hula girl; the other has a man w/a headache until he takes Bromo-Seltzer;
produced by Bromo-Seltzer w/trylon & perisphere on front cover, 1939
Size: 2.5" x 1.75"
Condition: Very good - back cover is missing; slight surface dirt and yellowing to front cover.
Estimate: $ 8 - $ 12

$3

Lot # 415 - Round metal coaster with brass colored design and blue enamel background; raised
design of trylon and perisphere in the center with horse and carriage scenes around it and decorative
design around the outer edge Size: 3.75" diam. Condition: Good - small areas of green deterioration
on the front.
Estimate: $ 20 - $ 30

$ 10

Lot # 416 - Round brass ashtray with raised image of the trylon and perisphere in the center; "New
York World's Fair 1939" around rim Size: 4.5" diam. Condition: Very good - minor to the finish.
Estimate: $ 8 - $ 12

$4

Lot # 417 - Booklet "Pictorial Souvenir, New York State Exhibits/Official Guide, New York State
Building" with histories and descriptions of the 12 regions of NY State along w/b&w photos; 96 p.
Size: 10.5" x 8.25" Condition: Good - some wear around the edges; crease in upper left corner of
back cover; address sticker from previous owner in top right of front cover.
Estimate: $ 15 - $ 20

$5

Lot # 418 - Brass colored metal bracelet with wide band, open at the edges and cut design along the
band; in center is raised design of the trylon and perisphere, "© New York World's Fair 1939" Size:
1.25" x 2.5" diam. Condition: Good - wear to the brass finish on inside of band; trylon and
perisphere is loose in its setting.
Estimate: $ 10 - $ 15
Lot # 419 - Triangular silver bookmark with triangle cut in middle to mark place; at top is raised
image of the trylon and perisphere "New York World's Fair" Size: 3.75" x 1" Condition: Very good minimal scratches and wear to finish; slight brass finish to the raised image of the trylon and
perisphere.
Estimate: $ 8 - $ 12

$3

$4

Lot # 420 - Round, .75" diameter chrome plated pin with orange and blue enamel background; in
center trylon and perisphere 1939; around outside "New York/World's Fair"; on original
merchandising card; "Officially Approved" product by Etched Products Corp.
Size: 3" x 2.5" Condition: Good - some wear and creasing to card; pin in excellent condition.
Estimate: $ 15 - $ 25

$6

Lot # 421 - Set of 20 miniature b&w photos of the Fair buildings; original sold for 25 cents and came
in envelope suitable for mailing; official photographs by Underwood & Underwood Size: 2" x 2.75"
Condition: Good - some significant wear to the envelope with pieces of silver paper covering
missing around the edges; photos are in excellent condition.
Estimate: $ 10 - $ 15

$4

Lot # 422 - Booklet "The Story Behind the World's Largest Store Counter"; advertising for Wrigley's
Gum along with explanation of counter concept for exhibit at the Fair; 10 p.; 1939
Size: 7" x 5"
Condition: Good - some wear to coloring on covers; small tear to top layer of paper on top left corner
of back cover; pencil marks erased off of back cover.
Estimate: $ 4 - $ 6

$1

Lot # 423 - Booklet "The Pullman Company Exhibit" w/information, photos and diagrams about the
different type of Pullman cars as displayed in the exhibit at the Fair; 18 p.; 1940
Size: 10" x 8"
Condition: Good - some wear around the edges of the covers; creased horizontally through the
middle.
Estimate: $ 4 - $ 6

$1

Lot # 424 - Fold-out brochure from the General Motors Exhibit Building "Highways and Horizons";
promotional material including short descriptions of each area of the exhibit; 1939
Size: 9" x 4.5" Condition: Very good - minor wear to the edges.
Estimate: $ 4 - $ 6

$1

Lot # 425 - Booklet "Firestone Builds Today the Tire of Tomorrow"; includes descriptions of
processes shown in exhibit as well as ads for various Firestone tires; 44 p.; 1939
Size: 6.5" x 5"
Condition: Very good - small area of adhesive residue on front cover; minor wear; slightly yellowed.
Estimate: $ 6 - $ 10

$3

Lot # 426 - Booklet "Official Guide Book" First Edition, 1939; includes maps, photos and
descriptions of the areas of the Fair; 256 p.
Size: 8" x 5.25"
Condition: Very good - some wear around the edges of the covers; crease in upper and lower right
corners of front cover.
Estimate: $ 8 - $ 12

$4

Lot # 427 - Tri-fold promotional brochure "Home Movies in Kodachrome"; distributed at the Kodak
Building in 1939
Size: 7" x 5"
Condition: Very good - minor wear.
Estimate: $ 5 - $ 8

$2

Lot # 428 - Booklet "Futurama", 24 p. promotion for the attraction in the General Motors Bldg.
including b&w images; 1940 Size: 7" x 8.25"
Condition: Good - creased vertically through the middle; along crease is a light brown discoloration
on the front cover; two other creases in back cover; minor wear.
Estimate: $ 8 - $ 12

$3

Lot # 429 - Pamplet "Some Sealtest Recipes" showing 15 recipes made with Sealtest products and
developed @ the Sealtest Laboratory Kitchen @ the Fair; 4 pgs.; 1939
Size: 7.5" x 5.5"
Condition: Good - creased once vertically and once horizontally from being folded.
Estimate: $ 3 - $ 5

$1

Lot # 430 - Booklet "Yale in the World of Tomorrow" with trylon and perisphere on front cover and
half of perisphere die-cut overhanging right edge; tells history of the Yale & Towne lock company
and its exhibit at the Fair; 12 p.; 1940
Size: 9" x 6"
Condition: Excellent - minimal wear around edges.
Estimate: $ 3 - $ 5

$1

Lot # 431 - Fold-out brochure "Things to See at Highways and Horizons"; includes brief descriptions
of the General Motors exhibit; in center is map of the Fair grounds; 1940 Size: 7.5" x 5" Condition:
Excellent - minimal wear and yellowing.
Estimate: $ 5 - $ 8

$2

Lot # 432 - Pocket-size, 5 panel fold-out advertisement for the Greyhound bus tours of the Fair;
includes descriptions of 5 tours with prices; in center is map of Fair and bus stops, 1940
Size: 5" x 3" Condition: Very good - minor wear; fold through center of front.
Estimate: $ 2 - $ 4
Lot # 433 - Color tri-fold, fold-out "Map of the New York" produced by F.W. Woolworth Co.; front
has trylon and perisphere with Woolworth's store in perisphere; contains overhead view of Fair; in
center a detailed map of rapid transit system and major attractions; on other folds - addresses of
Woolworth stores & ad ... Condition: Very good - fold across the middle; slightly yellowed.
Estimate: $ 5 - $ 8
Lot # 434 - Color tri-fold, fold-out "4 Minute Crossing" map of bridges and tunnels into Manhattan;
center is road map of metropolitan New York; trylon and perisphere on front cover; published by the
Port of New York Authority, 1939
Size: 4" x 9"
Condition: Good - some wear, mainly along folds; creased across the middle; slightly yellowed.
Estimate: $ 5 - $ 8
Lot # 435 - Postcard with color image of the "The United States Steel Building", "New York World's
Fair 1939". This used postcard is cancelled "World's Fair Sta." and has the number "BA-H948" in the
lower right hand corner.
Size: 3 1/2" by 5 1/2". Condition: Fine with light cancellation in sky and corner damage.
Estimate: $ 3 - $ 5
Lot # 436 - Postcard with black image of the statue "Time and the Fates of Man" and also marked
"New York World's Fair". This card is used and the cencellation is NOT from the fair. The number
"P 2051" appears in lower right corner. On back it is marked Official "Made Exclusively for the
Exposition Souvenir Corp., Corona, L.I." Size: 5 9/16" wide by 3 1/2" high.
Condition: Fine because it has some bending around upper left corner.
Estimate: $ 3 - $ 5

$1

$2

$2

$1

$1

Lot # 437 - Postcard with color image of "The Borden Company Exhibit and Rotolactor". Marked
"New York World's Fair" and "A 48" on the bottom. Size: 5 1/2" wide by 3 1/2" high. Condition:
Excellent and unused.
Estimate: $ 3 - $ 5

$1

Lot # 438 - Postcard with color image of "F147: Federal Building and Foreign Pavilions Lagoon of
Nations. Court of Peace. New York World's Fair" and "46596" on the bottom. This card is unused.
The back is marked Official and has advertising copy on it that states "Theses beautiful Souvenir
POST CARDS of the N.Y. WORLDS FAIR EXPOSITION, each different are the HARD-TO-GET
kind, but we have them." with pricing information. Size: 5 1/2" wide by 3 1/2" high.
Condition: Excellent and unused.
Estimate: $ 7 - $ 10

$1

Lot # 439 - Postcard with color image of the "Men's Apparel Quality Guild Exhibit Building" and on
the bottom "New York World's Fair" and "A-9". This card is used with a 1940 World's Fair
cancellation. The back is marked "Officially Licensed by New York World's Fair". Size: 5 1/2" wide
by 3 1/2" high.. Condition: Fine with three thumbtack holes center top and bottom.
Estimate: $ 2
Lot # 440 - Postcard with color image of the "Bridge of Tomorrow" and on the bottom "New York
World's Fair" and "A-11". This card is used with a 1940 World's Fair cancellation. The back is
marked "Officially Licensed by New York World's Fair". Size: 5 1/2" wide by 3 1/2" high.
Condition: Extremely Fine and used.
Estimate: $ 3 - $ 5
Lot # 441 - Postcard with color image of the "Business Systems and Insurance Building - Rose
Court" and on the bottom "New York World's Fair" and "A-20". This card is used. The back is
marked "Officially Licensed by New York World's Fair". Size: 5 1/2" wide by 3 1/2" high.
Condition: Fine and slight cancellation in picture and corner damage.
Estimate: $ 2 - $ 4
Lot # 442 - Postcard with color image of "F89: Fountain Display in Lagoon of Nations, New York
World's Fair" and "45100" on the bottom. This card is used with a 1940 World's Fair cancellation.
The back is marked "Officially Licensed" and "New York World's Fair". Size: 5 1/2" wide by 3 1/2"
high. Condition: Very Good with a creased corner and damage on another corner.
Estimate: $ 2
Lot # 443 - Postcard in Sepia tone of "Maison Coty Charm Center World's Fair 1939 - In New
York." This unused postcard has a preprinted message of "A Kiss" with full red lips "from "Maison
Coty' Charm Center of the World's Fair in New York. 'Sub.Deb' Lipstick of course!”
Size: 5 1/4" wide by 3 5/8" high. Condition: Very Fine slight corner damage.
Estimate: $ 5 - $ 8

$1

$1

$1

$1

$1

Category: 1939-1940 Golden Gate Exposition (444 to 447)
Held in San Francisco, California. Also known as Treasure Island.

Picture

Description

Minimum
Bid

Lot # 444 - Aluminum Medal "1939 San Francisco Bay" over Oakland Bay Bridge with Tower of the
Sun. Around the image "Golden Gate International Exposition". Reverse: In center pictures 2 train
engines over a "Union Pacific the Overland Route" Shield. Around rim "Route of the Steamline and
the Challengers." "Union Pacific" at bottom. Size: 1 1/4" diameter. Condition: Extremely Fine.
Estimate: $ 10 - $ 20

$5

Lot # 445 - 1939 Brass Medal with . Obverse: "Golden Gate International Exposition San Francisco
California", with Golden Gate bridge pictured. Reverse: pictures "San Francisco, Oakland Bay
Bridge". Size: 1 3/16" diameter. Condition: Excellent.
Estimate: $ 10 - $ 15

$4

Lot # 446 - Wood oval plaque, 4 1/2” long and 2 3/16” wide. The tower of the Sun is featured on the
front with a blue background and gold and green buildings and trees. Condition: Good, there are
chips in the wood disc and the decal is chipped at the top and at 1 o'clock.
Estimate: $ 6 - $ 10

$2

Lot # 447 - Postcard with Black and white photo image of "Court of the Moon", "Golden Gate
International Exposition '39”. Also marked on front "#59 Moulin". Size: 5 3/8" wide by 3 5/16" high.
Condition: Extremely Fine.
Estimate: $ 3 - $ 5

$1

Category: 1958 Bruxelles (Brussels) Exposition (448 to 449)
The first major World's Fair to be held after World War II. This fair celebrated the return of Europe to its pre-war stature.

Picture

Description

Minimum
Bid

Lot # 448 - White Ashtray, 4 5/8”x 3 1/4”. It features the Atomium and is marked "Bruxelles 1958".
The back says ‘Cerabel Porcelaine De Baudour.’ It is made in Belgium and on the back shows the
maker's logo, a lady at a table. Condition: Extremely Fine.
Estimate: $ 15 - $ 25

$8

Lot # 449 - Saucer in light pink that is 4 1/2” in diameter. The dish is decorated with gold flowers.
The center shows the "Hotel De Ville Bruxelles". On each side, one in red and one in green, are the
Fair Logo and 58. Condition: Excellent.
Estimate: $ 15 - $ 20

$8

Category: 1962 Seattle World's Fair (450 to 458)
Also known as Century 21

Picture

Description

Minimum
Bid

Lot # 450 - Sterling Silver Charm of Space Needle and Century 21 logo. Reverse: "Seattle World's
Fair" and Sterling". Looped as made. Size: 1" long by 17/16" at widest part. Condition: Mint.
Estimate: $ 5 - $ 10

$1

Lot # 451 - Glass tumbler with Yellow image of Monorail in a white background. It has a gold rim.
Marked "Seattle World's Fair, 1962" and a write up on the Monorail. Size: 5 5/8" tall by 3" diameter
at top. Condition Near Mint.
Estimate: $ 5 - $ 8

$3

Lot # 452 - "World's Fair Panoramic views of Seattle area from the Space Needle". At the bottom is
the Century 21 logo and "Completely Illustrated with points of Interest". Inside it has 2 foldouts that
open and show a panoramic view of Seattle and beyond in all four directions. There is information
about the Space Needle inside and numbers on the panoramas identifying the sights.
Size: Closed: 12 1/8" high by 5" wide. Open Foldouts are: 12" high by 23 1/2" wide.
Condition: Fine, it has some bending at the top and bottom, creases on the spine and corner bending.
Estimate: $ 8 - $ 10

$4

Lot # 453 - Multicolor Cup and Saucer. Cup has picture of "U.S. Science Pavilion" gold decoration
around the top and gold rim at the bottom. Saucer pictures pavilions from the "Seattle World's Fair"
including: "Space Needle", "Monorail", "The Glittering Gayway, "U.S. Science Building" and
"Washington State Coliseum" Cup: 2 1/4" high by 4 1/2" Saucer: 5 1/2" Diam. Condition: Excellent.
Estimate: $ 15 - $ 25

$7

Lot # 454 - Plate with multicolor aerial picture on "Seattle World's Fair". The plate has a blue border
with a silver decoration. Size: 7 1/4" diameter. Condition: Near Mint.
Estimate: $ 10 - $ 15

$5

Lot # 455 - Postcard with color photo-image of night scene of aerial view of fair grounds with Space
Needle. "Seattle World's Fair" printed on front. On back is printed the Seattle World's Fair logo.
Size: 5 1/2" by 3 1/2". Condition: Excellent and unused.
Estimate: $ 2 - $ 4

$1

Lot # 456 - Postcard with color photo-image of (marked on back) "The Eye of the Needle" picturing
the Space Needle. On front it is marked "Seattle World's Fair". Size: 5 1/2" by 3 1/2". Condition:
Excellent and unused.
Estimate: $ 2 - $ 4

$1

Lot # 457 - Postcard with color photo-image of (marked on back) "Boulevards of the World",
"Seattle World's Fair" pictures a row of buildings. On back it is marked "Seattle World's Fair" with
logo. Size: 5 1/2" by 3 1/2". Condition: Excellent and unused.
Estimate: $ 2 - $ 4

$1

Lot # 458 - Postcard with color photo-image of "Alweg Monorail" picturing the Monorail and the
Space Needle in the background. The copy on the back of the card is "Two symbols of modern
times. The sleek Alweg Monorail, first of its kind in America, swiftly whisks visitors to the Seattle
World's Fair grounds ... " Size: 5 1/2" wide by 3 7/16" high Condition: Excellent and unused.
Estimate: $ 2 - $ 4

$1

Category: 1964-65 New York World's Fair (459 to 493)
With the theme "Peace Through Understanding".

Picture

Description
Lot # 459 - Orange plastic Dolphin Pin with the word "Florida" in gold. Given out at the Florida
Pavilion Size: 2 7/8" long by 7/8" high (fin to fin). Condition: Mint.
Estimate: $ 5 - $ 10

Minimum
Bid
$2

Lot # 460 - Toy Monorail car. This silver colored plastic is a replica of the Monorail from the AMF
pavilion. There are AMF stickers are both sides. This is the monorail only. Size: 9" long by 2 1/2"
high by 1 5/8" wide. Condition: Very Fine with some overall wear.
Estimate: $ 30 - $ 40
Lot # 461 - "Dynamic Maturity Pavilion Preferential Entry Ticket to Gas Pavilion" dated by hand
"5/15". This ticket was issued at the Dynamic Maturity Pavilion to persons over the age of 65 so that
they would not have to wait in line at other pavilions. These tickets are hard to find in this condition.
Size: 3 15/16" wide by 1 15/16" high. Condition: Mint.
Estimate: $ 6 - $ 10

$ 18

$2

Lot # 462 - Adult $ 2.00 Admission ticket. Size: # 1/2 inches wide by 2 1/2 inches high. Condition:
Mint.
Estimate: $ 5 - $ 10

$2

Lot # 463 - Enameled Sterling Silver Charm with "N.Y. World's Fair" written on it. The enamel is
red, white and blue. Size: 7/8" long by 3/8" at the widest. Condition: Near Mint
Estimate: $ 10 - $ 15

$7

Lot # 464 - Plate, 8 1/8” in diameter. The rim is edged in pink and gold with a cut out design. The
center of the plate is very colorful. Various buildings surround the Unisphere and the words ‘Peace
Through Understanding’ are found under the Unisphere. On the back of the plate it says ‘N.Y.W.F.
Unisphere presented by United States Steel.’ Condition: Very Fine with a little wear.
Estimate: $ 5 - $ 10

$2

Lot # 465 - Plate, 9” in diameter. The plate is white with green lettering and pictures. The center of
the plate features the "Unisphere, presented by United States Steel". Surrounding the Unisphere are
the "Monorail", the "Tower of Light", the "Pool of Industry", the "Swiss Sky Ride", the "United State
Pavilion" and the "Heliport".
Condition: Excellent
Estimate: $ 10 - $ 15

$5

Lot # 466 - Salt and Pepper on a tray with the original box. The box is blue with white lettering. It
says ‘New York World’s Fair Unisphere Salt and Pepper Set’ on tray and shows two Unispheres.
The set is a gold colored wash, the tray is 2” by 4” and features the Unisphere and the New York
skyline. The salt and pepper are each 1 3/4” high and are shaped like the Unisphere. The set was
made in Japan.
Condition: Box is fine with some separated corners, the contents are near mint.
Estimate: $ 15 - $ 25

$5

Lot # 467 - Spoon from the "Hong Kong" pavilion (marked on back). On the top of the handle is a
crown, a Chinese character (raised with green enamel around it) , a lion and more. It is also marked
"New York World Fair 1964-1965" under the character.
Size: 5 3/16" long by 1 1/16" wide at the widest part of handle top.
Condition: Very Fine with some wear in bowl and on handle.
Estimate: $ 10 - $ 15

$4

Lot # 468 - Plastic zipper bag on strap. The bag is orange and white with red and blue images on
each side. One side of the bag pictures the "World's Fair" children with balloons and the other side
pictures the Unisphere and buildings and is marked "New York 1964-1965" & "World's Fair" (in that
great 60's style). Size: Bag is 4 3/4" wide by 5" high by 2 1/2" thick. With the handle it is 18" long.
Condition: Extremely Fine, its a little soiled.
Estimate: $ 20 - $ 30

$ 10

Lot # 469 - White china miniature pitcher and bowl set. Both pieces picture the Unisphere in blue
and the bowl has "New York World's Fair" in blue and both have original silver tags on the bottom.
Size: Bowl: 5 1/8" at widest by 1 1/8" high. Pitcher: 2 7/8" tall by 3 3/4" ... Condition: Overal Fine,
the bowl has 2 small rim ships and the pitcher has 2 rim chips one is 1/4" wide.
Estimate: $ 4 - $ 6

$2

Lot # 470 - Cuff Links and Tie Clasp from the "Billy Graham Pavilion" in the original blue box.
Each piece features the front of the pavilion. The inside of the cover says ‘The Billy Graham
Pavilion New York World’s Fair.’ This set is very rare.
Condition: Mint.
Estimate: $ 40 - $ 60

$ 15

Lot # 471 - Glass bowl 7” in diameter. The edge of the bowl is scalloped and trimmed in black and
gold. The majority of the bowl is black, gold, green and blue. In the center is the Unisphere and the
words ‘New York World’s Fair 1964-1965 Peace Through Understanding.’ Scenes around the plate
include "Main Mall", "Monorail", "General Motors", "U.S. Pavilion", "Heliport", and "Lunar
Fountain". Condition: Very Fine, a couple of spots in the gold.
Estimate: $ 8 - $ 10

$3

Lot # 472 - Brass ashtray, 4 3/16” in diameter. The top is removable. The top is cut out around the
Empire State Building and around the outside says ‘New York World’s Fair 1964-1965.’ Bottom is
stamped "Korea" This is a very rare piece. Condition: Very Fine, top is a little worn.
Estimate: $ 20 - $ 30

$8

Lot # 473 - Copper Medal 1 15/16” in diameter. One side pictures the ‘American-Israel Pavilion
1964-1965 New York World’s Fair.’ On the reverse it features a Menorah and the word ‘Shalom.’
Condition: Very Fine with some discoloration.
Estimate: $ 15 - $ 25

$4

Lot # 474 - Swizzle Stick from "Caribbean Pavilion New York World's Fair 1964-1965" on one side
of stick with "Blue Beard's Castle, St. Thomas, U.S. Virgin Islands" on the other. There is a
sunflower at the top. Size: 6" long by 1 1/8" wide at top. Condition: Excellent.
Estimate: $ 3 - $ 5

$1

Lot # 475 - Sticker given out at the fair "I Visited Sinclair Dinoland" with the outline of a
brontosaurus, all in green. Size: 2 1/2" wide by 1 1/2" high. Condition: Very Fine, unused with
original backing, but it has a little staining in the upper right hand corner.
Estimate: $ 3 - $ 5

$1

Lot # 476 - Folder for "The Equitable at the New York World's Fair". Cover pictures the Equitable
pavilion, open the folder and there is a full color drawing of an aerial view of the fair grounds.
Size: Unopened: 9" high by 4 3/16" wide, Opened: 16 7/8" wide.
Condition Near Mint.
Estimate: $ 2 - $ 4

$1

Lot # 477 - Plastic badge from the Ford pavilion with "Ford" logo at top, an embossed image of the
pavilion in the center and "Wash, D.C." at the bottom. These badges were given away after riding the
sky way ride in the pavilion. You would tell them where you were from and they would give you a
badge with that state or country name. Size: 2 1/4" wide by 1 5/8" high. Condition: Excellent.
Estimate: $ 8 - $ 12

$4

Lot # 478 - Small orange and blue World's Fair flag with white Unisphere logo in the center. There is
a World's Fair copyright on the edge. The flag is mounted on a small pole.
Size: Flag: 5 3/4 wide by 3 7/8" high. pole is 10 5/8" tall.
Condition: Excellent.
Estimate: $ 10 - $ 15

$5

Lot # 479 - Milk Glass plate with multicolor pictures of pavilions in center and a gold rim around the
edge. Center has "New York World's Fair 1964 1965" at top with "Unisphere in center and "Rocket
Thrower", "Santa Maria", "Monorail", "New York State", "Sudan" and Swiss Sky Ride" pictured
around it. At the bottom of the pictures is written "Peace Through Understanding". There is a
copyright in the picture too. Size: 7 1/4" diameter. Condition: Excellent.
Estimate: $ 8 - $ 10

$4

Lot # 480 - "Souvenir Ticket World's Fair Division Long Island Rail Road New York World's Fair
1964. It has "Dashing Commuter", their logo on it and the other side states that fill in the blank "is
hereby proclaimed an Honorary Commuter on the Route of the Dashing Commuter". Size: 6" wide
by 3" high. Condition: Near Mint.
Estimate: $ 3 - $ 5
Lot # 481 - Menu from "Hilton Cafe International" in the "Better Living Center", "New York
World's Fair 1964-1965". The hexagonal folder, unfolds to show six double sided panels, with 5
different menus and drawings from 5 different regions of the world: "South America", "Europe",
"North America", "Mediterranean" and "Orient". The back cover shows a drawing of the eating area
and the 5 food booths and "Hilton's World's Fair Chefs from Hilton Hotels on five continents, flown
to the fair on BOAC" (BOAC - is the previous name for British Airways). Size: 5" high by 4 1/2"
wide. Opened its 26 3/4" wide.
Condition: Very Fine with a light stain on the cover.
Estimate: $ 10 - $ 15

$1

$5

Lot # 482 - Spanish language folder promoting the "World's Fair Feria Mundial de Nueva York
1964-65". Cover pictures the Unisphere and people. Inside the folder is a color drawing of the
fairgrounds and the fair logo.
Size: Closed: 3 7/8" wide by 9 1/8" high Opened: 11 1/2" wide by 9 1/8" high.
Condition: Excellent.
Estimate: $ 3 - $ 5

$1

Lot # 483 - Color advertising/souvenir booklet entitled "The Exciting World of Dinosaurs" from
Sinclair Dinoland; includes description and drawings of a few types of dinosaurs; 12 pgs. Size: 5" x
8" Condition: Very good - crease to lower right corner on front cover; minor wear.
Estimate: $ 3 - $ 5

$1

Lot # 484 - Color advertising pamphlet for the "General Motors Futurama" attraction; for 1965 with
the slogan "If you've only seen it once, you haven't seen it all; back has space for address and postage
stamp; unused Size: 4" x 9" Condition: Excellent.
Estimate: $ 5 - $ 8

$1

Lot # 485 - Official 25 pc. children's puzzle (no box) "Greyhound At the Fair" by Milton Bradley
with image of Peter and Wendy in front of the Greyhound tram pulling away from the Greyhound
Building Size: 10" x 14.25" Condition: Excellent - wrapped in plastic (not original).
Estimate: $ 10 - $ 15

$5

Lot # 486 - "Offical Guide" paperback book for New York World's Fair 1964-1965 with description
of bldgs and exhibits; 312 p. Size: 8" x 5" Condition: Good - some wear and marks and small tears to
cover; pages are slightly yellowed.
Estimate: $ 4 - $ 6

$1

Lot # 487 - "Daily Dime Bank" that registers the day and amount inserted; holds 50 dimes; picture of
Unisphere on front; on original merchandising card Size: 5.25" x 3.25" x .75" Condition: Good minor scratches to bank; crease along right edge of card; some wear and yellowing to card.
Estimate: $ 40 - $ 60

$ 20

Lot # 488 - Large Postcard of the IBM Pavilion. This color postcard is marked on the back "Above
the canopy of a forest of steel trees rises the 90-foot-high ovoid theatre of the IBM Pavilion at the
1964-65 New York World's Fair" This card was issued by IBM and distributed at the fair. Size: 8
5/8" wide by 4 3/8" high. Condition: Extremely fine and unused with slight corner wear.
Estimate: $ 3 - $ 5

$1

Lot # 489 - Postcard for the Alaska Pavilion. The back has a pre-written message. The card number
in small letters on the back is 78166-B. Size: 5 1/2" wide by 3 1/2" high. Condition: Extremely Fine
and unused, with some browning around the edge on the back only.
Estimate: $ 2

$1

Lot # 490 - Unofficial Postcard of "Johnson's Wax Pavilion" (as marked on back). The Brass Rail
Restaurant can also be seen on the right side. The back of the card is marked "Plastichrome
Colourpicture Publishers, Inc. Boston 30 Mass, U.S.A." and "An unofficial reproduction from
original photographs - for sale outside of the ... Condition: Extremely Fine.
Estimate: $ 2

$1

Lot # 491 - Postcard of "The Ford Rotunda" (as marked on back). Insert of Unisphere in upper right
hand corner. Postcard number in small letters in back is DT-87421-B. Size: 5 1/2" wide by 3 1/2"
high. Condition: Excellent.
Estimate: $ 2

$1

Lot # 492 - Postcard of "The Vatican Pavilion" (as marked on back). Insert of Unisphere in upper
right hand corner. Postcard number in small letters in back is DT-87420-B. Size: 5 1/2" wide by 3
1/2" high. Condition: Excellent.
Estimate: $ 2

$1

Lot # 493 - Postcard of "The Monorail" (as marked on back). Insert of Unisphere in upper right hand
corner. Postcard number in small letters in back is DT-87419-B. Size: 5 1/2" wide by 3 1/2" high.
Condition: Extremely Fine and unused, with some browning around the edge on the back only.
Estimate: $ 2

$1

Category: Expo 67 (494 to 502)
Held in Montreal, Canada

Picture

Description

Minimum
Bid

Lot # 494 - "Official Guide" paperback book for Expo 67 with descriptions of exhibits in English and
French; 352 p.
Size: 8" x 5.5"
Condition: Very good - some wear to covers.
Estimate: $ 4 - $ 6

$1

Lot # 495 - Shot glass with "Expo67" and the logo in white on a red background. The side has 3
measures indicated: 1 oz., 1 1/4 oz. and 1 1/2 oz. The rim is gold.
Size: 2 1/2" high by 2 1/16" diameter.
Condition: Extremely Fine.
Estimate: $ 8 - $ 10

$4

Lot # 496 - "Expo Journal Man and his World" published "February 1966, Vol. 2, No. 2". This 12
page newspaper is full of stories about the Expo with photos of the construction in process and
drawings of pavilions. A very interesting read. Size: 11 1/2" wide by 15 1/2" high.
Condition: Excellent with a bit on yellowing of the newsprint.
Estimate: $ 5 - $ 10

$2

Lot # 497 - Plastic change purse with "Expo 67", the logo and "Montreal, Canada" printed on the
front.
Size: 3 7/8" wide by 2 5/8" high.
Condition: Mint.
Estimate: $ 12 - $ 18

$6

Lot # 498 - Towel picturing "World's Fair Montreal", " St. Lawrence River", aerial view of the
grounds, flags of many nations, "Pavilion of Canada", "Place d'Accueil" and "Habitat 67". Size: 20
inches high by 27 inches wide. Condition: Near Mint.
Estimate: $ 14 - $ 18

$7

Lot # 499 - National Geographic Magazine from May 1967 with a 20 page article "Montreal Greets
the World" which covers both Expo 67 and the city of Montreal. Includes a map of Eastern Canada.
Size: 7 inches wide by 10 inches high by 1/4 inch thick. Condition: Excellent and complete.~
Estimate: $ 5 - $ 10

$2

Lot # 500 - British/Expo 67" folder from their pavilion. Pictures the pavilion inside the Union Jack.
Open the folder and you see pictures of landmarks and statues, a page of "the genius of Britain" with
picture of such notables as "John Cockcroft", "Dorothy Hodgkin" along with the likes of
Skapespeare and "Henry Hudson"; there are 42 in all. Opened all the way show "Britain Today" with
photos including Mick Jagger and "Industrial Britain". This folder is a great snap shot of England in
the 1960s. Size: Closed: 9" wide by 10 3/4" high. Open: 35 7/8" wide by 10 3/4" high. Condition:
Fine, has a 1/4" tear on the edge and some light creasing.
Estimate: $ 3 - $ 5

$1

Lot # 501 - "Expo 67" Map from "Chevron" showing "Expo67 Grounds" & "Greater Montreal". Also
has fair logo on the cover.
Size: Closed: 3 13/16" wide by 6" high; Opened: 22 3/8" wide by 12" high.
Condition: Extremely Fine showing the slightest of wear.
Estimate: $ 6 - $ 10

$3

Lot # 502 - Postcard with color photo image of the (marked on back) "The Pavilion of the United
States". Marked "Expo 67" with logo on front.
Size: 5 7/16" wide by 3 1/2" high. Condition: Excellent.
Estimate: $ 2 - $ 4

$1

Category: 1968 Hemisfair (503 to 504)
Held in San Antonio, Texas

Picture

Description

Minimum
Bid

Lot # 503 - Multicolor plate from "Hemisfair" "1968 World's Fair" "San Antonio". Pictures map of
Texas with pictures inside the map. Back has a sticker "Hemisphere" "Made in Japan" and has an
original string for hanging. Size7 1/4 inches diameter.
Condition: Excellent with a couple of very light scratches in the lettering. Sticker on back has a little
damage.
Estimate: $ 15 - $ 20

$7

Lot # 504 - Postcard with color picture of rendering of the (marked on back) "Lone Star Hall of
Texas History". On front it is marked "HemisFair '68", "Texas World's Fair" It is used with a
'Hemisfair" cancellation.
Size: 5 1/2" wide by 3 7/16" high.
Condition: Very Good with several creases
Estimate: $ 2

$1
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